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I:il ED I ZT (O ER. T ^L TJ
irst of all, on behalf of the Council of CCCS, may we wish
you all a Prosperous New Year for 1998 and hope that the
coming season will be even bigger and brighter than those

that have gone belbre. The very best ofhealth and excitement to
vou all,

AI{NUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AGM loonis, and as we go to press, this might be the iast
cop_v of The Circular before that event occurs. We will try to get

another rssue out at around the same time, but the next 'Bulletin'
fi11s the gap nicel,v. 1\e Bulletin is issued irregularly, but does
help to keep vou in touch with the business of CCCS and provide
a more rmmediate line of communication to keep members
inlbrmed of ncw ideas, the lectures, AGM and meetings of
convenors, local events etc. The AGM will be held on Saturday
April 18ft 1998. please make a note in your diaries.

The Bulletin coutained a questiormaire, that we hope you will all
have hlled in and returned to Andrew King by now', if you
haven't, please do so as soo1l as possible. When Andrew has

collated it ail, hopefully it will not only bring us up to date on

rour details, but might even heip us to provide the kind of
magazine you all want and deserve. If it is feasible or
entertaining, perirtrps rve could list some of the data you gave us.

With the AGM in mind, it behoves us all to think carefully about

.lust $'hat we expect out of the CCCS this year. You may have a

l'eu ideas to propose, or some alternative personnel to carry out
the offices of councillors or convenors for the coming season.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please make a note ofmy recent change ofaddress, to.

60 Ramshill Road, Paignton, Devon, TQ3 3PL.
The phone number stays the same. As weil as moving house,
I'r'e just retumed from a holiday to Perth in Australia. (apologies
to Perthites whonr I failed to contact, maybe on my next visit
there will be tirne to get in touch with you.) Whilst I was away,
.Torce Galley valiantly filled the gap of editor and tried to keep
up u'1[1 the ravages of flu and a recaicitrant computer as well as

the l-luxes of material.

1991 uas another $eat year for crop circie fans with some 250
crop ibrmations reported so far. With any luck Barry Reynolds'
.rs; uil1 be u"ithir the body of this magazine in its fuller form.
lrne and space meant that the last issue of The Circular
;:ltarned a verv abbreviated listing ofhis data and I think Barry
::;gtrt I had nrassacred it almost out of recognition. Once ue
:e: ir snps uith a standardisation of data and abbreviations, this
.:-:,ll be a lot ciearer and simpler for us all to follow - even me!.

.r.. r :, irar har e heard, or read in The Bulletin, Barry Relnolds
'.:-- :e comprling flre CCCS data-base and anyone with
:----::i.:tcn about events in 199'1 should contact l3arry to ensure
-'.-.:: -:3 rnf3n.n.Ltlon is logged. Busty Taylor will carry out nexl
'.:.-..::-.-ne rrperation, but it is imperative that information is
:-:e-::j :,' mrn l,s rluickl-v and accurately as possible so that he can
::.:.-je ie relcvant details on the tape. An aniazing number of
:;:p.e :: ,l.,rlii1;t the hot-line for an update and it is rleli worth
-:,: ::l:a :i ai1 :ncmbers to keep it as up to date as possible. The
:::.:. ,:,; srrer'.s1h of our organisation depends to a great extent
:l::-. :;r':ciA ,,nLi the interl'ace betrveen our organisation and the
r;'c,r; at ialse .s roncentrated in aspects such as the hot-line. If
\ci :a\e lr-Ibnriation that is location sensitive, then Busty wiil
keep '.he iocaiir:n unpublicised untii such tirne as it is safe to do
so. cr :nere1', rcltr to it as a current event but with no location
anacheC i arrpreciate that we will be accused of keeping
r.rlbrrnation lrom our members, but in order to protect the
t-ampt< irvnlt'a,l rlc hcwp nn q'ltpmatirre if rr.'a rrranf {ham

of contrasts, the arrival of the Koch series formations was yet
another proof, ifproofwere needed that the phenomenon still has

the ability to surprise us as well as tlrow in the odd curve!

COUNCIL MEETING POINTS
At a Council meeting on the 6n of December, when it looked
suspiciously as if we might have been inquorate, until late
comers exceeded the numbers needed, Council decided that a

motion would be put to the AGM to vary the nrunber required for
quoracy at ftrture Council meetings. It was decided to suggest

that a minimum of four councillors present at any properly called
Council meeting would form a quorate number. Since we have

had two previous meetings 'fuhere we have been inquorate and

had to close the meeting precipitately, it seemed a good idea to
vary the present ruling, particularly in view of the great distances
some councillors are having to travel to meetings.. For the record
it is proposed that the new constitution reads:

4i The quorumfor a council meeting will befour members.
I hope members will support the motion.

SOI]R GRAPES
Several members have pointed out John Sayer's comments in his
editorial (The Cerealogisrl but they are seemingly the unrealistic
interpretations of someone who should know better and as such

not worthy of any comment. People may wish that The Circular
wasn't as successfirl as it is, but wishes won't make us go away.

Penny for penny, we are the most successful magazine in our
field.. .. bar none! We are going from strength to strength and

the misinformed remarks of the so-called 'competition' aren't
going to stop us, nor overly concern us. We are only answerable
to our membership and the AGM is the proper place to voice any

concem over the way we run our organisation.

r.OR]VIATION LISTING & REPORTING
Peter Henden sent me a report on the Littlebury formation
recently and it really brought home the difference between good

reports and casual notes. Tony Caldicott, Jeremy Kay and Ray
Cox also submitted excellent details on their whole regions, as

did Jim Lyons. John Sayer and the Sussex group sent in details
and I had an 'on-tle-spot' article from Cornwall. and much of the
rest I obtained from the Iaternet or the grapevine, Only Peter
Henden used an 'official' report form and the difference in the
quality of reporting was marked. The form also acts as a prompt
sheet to investigators on the ground to ensure that precious little
of importance was missed even if it meant going back another
day to check. Convenors should have copies of these forms
available for their investigating teams, if not then perhaps it is
time this form was distributed. It might also be worth while
frlling in data for events from 1997 that you never quite got rorutd
to completing. The practice will do you, and us, a lot of good.

CCCS is looking into publishing Terry Wilson's book which is
previewed in this issue, and I think that next year will see our
first foray into soil research since the aborted ADAS tests. Other
research projects are under way and details will be circulated just
as soon as t1e protocols are formulated. Michael Green and Jim
Lyons will be spearheading this project ana *iU be concentrating
their efforts via three branches, the idea beiag that an intensive
testing of a small number of formations might be preferable to
haphazard testing of a massive number. Work on the structural
testing of formation affected stems will, hopefully, also go ahead

this season. It is also intended to try some black-box testing of
these formations It is mooted that at the end of the season, a
comparative table might be drawn up to assess the probability of
genuineness of some of the crop-circles tested or visited during
the next crop circle season.

An qnnnrmnrr< rlnnnr <enf rr< f l OO rrrhinh ura nrrt fn tha racaarnh



THE NORTH AMERICAN'MULTIPLES'

Tn the 1960s and t970s, long before the media picked up on

I crop circles, a scnes of formations was quietly appearing well
Ir* v from Wesser. It was il Canada and the USA that a set

circle phenomenon is something which has been crying out for

some concerted research. Until recently many sensational cases

from years gone by have remained uravailable and unpublished,

but a forthcoming book (The Secret History of Crop Circles) by

the author of this paper contains the fulI story of the historical
casesl. Among the events traced and researched is a series of
circles in North Arnerica which began in 1967 arrd continued

through the following ten years. Formations in the series were

first reported the year after the more famous Tully nests.

trIowever they were far more important than their Australian
cousins, not least because the existence of numerous circles

within the same field required a good deal more cornplexity in
the agent responsible. tn Canada in 1967, three formations in the

series are on record as the earliest examples oftheir kind.
The flrst of these 'multiples' was discovered on August

5, on land in Duhamel, Alberta by a farmer, Edgar Schielke.

Seven separate rings were found swirled into long grass although

the rings were not in any particular formation with'each other.

Each was 10m across and they seemed to have arrived with some

force as one had actually formed where a fence had been smashed

down. Quite what had happened here is not clear but the event

was clearly of importance and this was underlined when, at

around the same ti-me, another set was foturd nearby.

This secold event, at Camrose, also in Alberta involved
six rings and was investigated as part of the study directed by

Edward Condo# into UFO activity. Their report suggested,

rather feebly, that the rings were made by farm vehicle wheels.

However this seems inconceivable given that farm vehicles

would also have left tracks leading to and from the rings' In fact

the Condon Report illustrates quite clearly the lack of
comprehension ofthe subject by government researchers'

Soon after this yet another case was discovered, in

Willen, Manitoba. 'lhis time there were seven circles as opposed

to rings and these were more like utrat we see today, having

appeared in a wheat held. Walking near to the farmhouse one

day, the farmer was amazed to discover a flattened circle with a

complex swirl which changed direction near its edge. Somewhat

puzzled, he called the police who failed to find a satisfactory

cause. However his concern was to be compounded after they

left, as he discovered another five similar circles peppered

around the area.
This made a total of three events in 1967 which

comprised six or more markings, all of which were in Canada.

All were different but seemed to be related in that they all
consisted of vegetation flattened and swirled in the classic

mtrnner. No more rnultipleswere to be discovered in the 1960s,

and in fact it was not

By Terry Wilson

until 1974 that the next set appeared at Langenburg,

Saskatchewan in incredible circumstances.

It was a warm day on August 31, 1974 when tractor
driver Edwin Fuhr spotted a small
metallic dome restiag ia a grassY

field. He assumed at first that he

was being subjected to a Prank bY

some friends until he saw that the

dome was rotating and actuallY

hovering. His alarm turned to terror
as he spotted another four such

objects sitting in a semicircular
formation. Fuhr was rooted to the

spot, unable to move, but managed

to get a good mental impression of
the objects before they shot upwards and flew away. He later

described what he had seen as domes with a 'brushed steel'

surface and persuaded family members to come and see the site.

Nesting on the grass was a formation of five rings

srvirled hard to the growrd where tlte objects had been seen to

hover. Each ring was 3.5m across except one which was slightly

smaller, and photographs exist of at least one of them3. Over the

next two weeks, two more rings formed, in line with the others

making sevel in total. Other such rings also appeared in the

general arca aL about the same time, some of which were in
crops, but none included as many circles as this particular case.

It would seem that Fuhr had witnessed the formation of
the rings by some sort of flying saucers. This event is unique in
crop circles history where metallic craft are rarely reported at

ground level. Fuhr later stated that the rings were in fact caused

by the downdraught of the objects rather than by their resting on

the ground (they were hovering).
The following year yet more spectacular events took

place, as the multiples began to manifest in the USA. It was at a

iit" in Vtioo.tota that an incredible array of circles was spotted

from an aircraft. The circles were found following the discovery

of a dead calf in a meadow, which had had parts of its head

surgically removed, in the style typical of the cattle mutilation
phenomenon. The calf was actually inside a flattened circle when

fowrd and this definite link between the two phenomena is also

unique as far as is known.
Other circles were then noticed in the same field, and

so a flight was organised to take aerial photographs'. These

pictures show quite clearly a formation of no fewer than forty
seven ckcles, some of which are in long chains, slightly

overlapping one another. Even ignoring the calf mutilatioq, this

formation is one of the most amazing in the historical record,

featuring more single circles than any other until 1995 with the

advent of the asteroid series. This shows how utterly remmkable

the formation was in its day, appearing at a time when even

single circles were hardly known of or publicised'

It 1976 another multiple was recorded in the USA, and

like its predecessor, outnumbered the Canadian formations

easily. Details however are somewhat incomplete. What is known

is that a set of rings, numbering at least twenty and possibly as

many as thirty were found in a field at Lake Port, California.

Each ring was about 6m diameter, and the formation was

discovered the day after aerial lights had been reported in the

vicinity. This shows another link with the UFO phenomenon,

albeit an ambiguous one.

The following year, 1917; saw two more multiples back

in the more familiar territory of Manitoba in Canada. The fust' at

Menzie, consisted of a Canadian record - fifteen found on August

of events manifesled, which I call 'multi These cases

typically involved high numbers of
individual circles or rings which
appeared in the same field like
enornous grapeshot. 'lhese are among

the most impressive early cases and

illustrate clearly that comPlex
lormations of circlcs were appearing
years before the pl'renomenon was

generally known (znd indeed before
Doug and Dave 'invented' it).

The history of the croP

Terry Wilson is the author of a ne\tr trook on

the history of crop circles from 1599 to 1979

in which he lists 300 events that have been

chronicled so far. Many of these events are

getting their first public airing and those of
you who think that at first, formations were
only simple and solitary rings and circles will
be in for a surprise... The book will tre out in
the surins.... See preliew for details



of the rings was ilteresting in that some of them were cornected

by long curved tracks. Others were touching in pairs,. like figme
eights, some resting directly beneath power cables. Thus we have

on record some primitive pictogram type formations, thirteen
years before the r,r'ell known Wiltshire and Hampshire events'

As with the other cases noted above this multiple is of
immense value to research. However it seemed to be the end of
the series for a while. 1978 saw ten circles appear at Aurora in
Canada but these were areas of grass which was dead as opposed

to flattened. Thus they may well have a different cause and

cannot really be described as 'crop circles'. Siace then the

numbers of North American mirltiples have petered out. With the

exception of a set of ten in Warsaw, USA in 1990, there are no

more on record. Of course 1996 saw the theme developed

dramatically at the 'home' of the phenomenon, Wiltshire. With
the appearance of the DNA and Julia formations, multiple single

circles became arranged into meaningful syrnbols, distinct from
the old cases described above.

hold the mrssing preces oi the .lrgsa* u.htch u i11 one da1 lead to a
solution to thrs bafTLng m) sten .
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What we have seen in these eight cases is evidence of
complex formations and quite amazing associated phenomena,

more than twellty years ago. Whilst this is sigrificant for our

understanding of the circles phenomenon, the accompanying
observations might be crucial. There is the close range sighting of
metallic domes creating circles by their wind; there is a classic

cattle mutilation directly connected with a fonnation; there is also

a connection with aerial lights. These are the facts of the cases as

reported by witnesses, and are not the result of any desire to
sensationalise events.

How these might be understood beyond established
UFO activity is not clear. What we do have to back up the stories
are photographs and diagrams, eye witness testimony, and a

general concordance with other events documented elsewhere.

The multiples are amongst the most intriguing of the early cases

and foreshado'"v the sensational modern circles in form and

desip. Clearly we have a phenomenon here which has an

exciting history, the story of which is waiting to be told.
Intemationally there are many such events documented down the

5rers, u&ich iudicate that the phenomenon is older than is
realised- In North America in the 1960s and 1970s crop circles
*Ee appearisg with regularity but somehow failing to gain

PHOTOGRAPHS
Last months issue raised the subject ofpal'rnent for photographs'

As one of our suppliers was demanding f5 for the right to use

their photographs, it seemed to me that it would only be fair to
make the same paymant to ALL who did the same.

It would seem that this might be some kind of Pandora's Box that

we have opened! So for the record we will try to establish some

ground rules in order to make sure that there can be no

misunderstandings about just what is what. These may well need

to be adjusted as we go along, so please pay attention'

If we use a photograph submitted under this scheme, and it gets

used within the magazine, it will qualify for a one-offpayment of
f,5. It may well be used again of course, but will not generate

fivers ad infinituml If it does not get used, it will be placed iato

our archive, if suitable, and may well frgure in some later issue.

Ifyou don't want the €5 , but are happy to let us use your photos,

then please indicate this when s.ubmitting your pictures. We do

have a number of generous donors who were more than a little
upset at our geshrre, but we feel fairs fair. If we pay for one, we

should at least extend the offer to all.

Some people objected to the fact that ALL of the pictures in the

last issue came from one person, Lucy Pringle, In fact Lucy was

the ONLY person who submitted pictures for us to use and she

was as embarrassed about it as we were. Bear in mind that I
have to use whatever I can from whatever sources I have

available.

Photographs that accompany articles to illustrate material within
that article, whether supplied by the author or not, will NOT be

paid for. Unless, that is, they me specifically commissioned by

CCCS.

NO PAYMENT will be made retrospectively, i.e. for photographs

sent in during previous years.. We have a very limited budget

and Council feel that we may well regret having decided to pay

for any photographs at all, but we are mindful of the fact that

aerial photographs are expensive to come by and this method

offers us an opportunity to partially reimburse those who venture

forth in search of formations to brighten up our magazine. Indeed

even some ground shots can have been the subject of
considerable effort and expense

The next thing you know, everybody will want to get paid for
their articles!! Heaven forbid that we ever get to that stage' It
would mean yours truly having to write everything I know about

crop circles and that would get very boring and wouldn't take up

much space either.
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T T Tinter is here again, and I am sure most of us think back

\ A / to the summer months in a quiet moment; my own

Y V ,i,ougittt were; "What another wonderful show of crop

circles!'l ngnino* the smallest grape-sh9t' 1o 1'".ryj9tp 
of

tfr":i."*4i.t"s', they are so moving, I thank God that I am

here to see them.

On tio*"y in a bus or train, you would not.thhk to start a

.or*itutiort*ti your fellow putt"ngttt' yet in-a crop circle'

;;;;;;*" up with smrles a mile wide' and talk for hours to

;;;-'tt;; a tururyoid world. Something about crop circles makes

vou at oeace with the world, you all feel on the same level with

Itfr"t p"opt", and exchanging croppie .:ld"t comes easy'

Hru*"ioig*ine formatioi, irut"r no difference, people feel

*fr"i*t;V-**, to feel, the excitement is the same in both' which

it-gr;," all inhibitions disappear under the influence of crop

circles.
Til t*" 'Snow-Flakes' for me were the fonnations of the

;;;;t, they just look the breath away with the leauty of thl

.* f*i the'fonnation at Silbury Hill did not contaiir vast natural

"Jh "rr"rgy, 
but it was a picture' Like other.crop circles of the

;;;;, tti; one containet some stems standing upright in the

rnain circle, this was caused by stones at ground level deflecting

th;;.rth energy rorurd the stems leaving some unaffected by the

natural earth force. Down the road at Bishops Cannings' another

t*g, ..op circle came close to the 44' Steve Alexander was

"gi* "r.i 
tft" formations taking great {ctures jor us to see' (He

should have been bom with wings, noi legs'; I lPent 
mV time in

;h;;;;-nrk.', so I never walked in this formation' but it

Jo*r"A g*"*" frorn the .A4 at different angles' another gift from

God.
Close to my home, near Rugby, a largecrop circle formed on 21't

Jrry, ; pf"i. "i"i, 
of the id6 just l0Oyds away' this formation

oonttio"i the highest absorbed aura readings of the summer'

Soth th" seed and the soil had very higlr frgures' and outside the

formation three rings of natural earth energy were painted in the

..* ,r* precise lines ofearth force' The crop circle contained

ioti t"y, 
-*a 

Yin earth forces, it had geo-stress fault lines

;G;;ts it, and its edge was c1t iike a pte cutter' (Many

thanks to everyone who slent seed and soil samples to be

examined from 97 crop circles, it builds up a picture of the

il;;,i"^tj Just across the M6 a crop circle appeared in oi1-

se"d rap" (banola) on the same estate' it was about 16ft auoss'

; ti" 6p of trt" t"it, on a line south/east of the other crop circle'

Just neai Birmingham (Wythall), crop circles were reported by a

;; *h" passed:thcm o" tft" t'ul" to work; he spotted four in the

i*ld, ;heli my friends visited the site they found seven' I went

;;;;Att*a tnr,.a eightl Thev all.dowsed strong' and one-

gr""p it a 
"1*"rcf',-sticf-nian' 

attached' it was a powerful line of

[ut*A bnergy ruuing up the field from tle.crop circles' about

12-15 inches wlOe' witfr'ttre crop laid straight ahead at ground

i"vJ rrr"t" crop circles came in a line East of last year's crop

circles in'the same area. I am sure places where keen croppies

f*" g"t visits by the Circle Maker; our West Midlands member

iireiia Wa*ins lives just down the road' you don't get keener

tt * St 
"itu. 

She might stand four foot nothing in her socks' but

she has an understanding of crop circles we should all strive to

achieve.

appear. I don't think they make thern' I think they research them

i,lJtl*" we do. What else is worth coming all that way for?

'Pt;,*"t show Bamsley had a crop circle' ore tlat I am vgv

i*p[t*a *tft. It was"four circles ivith two linked by a path' the

iffi;ti". reminded me of the one last year at catthorpe,

L"i""r,".rrrir". some places where crop circles appeared 1.a{

""r.-r""*.a 
to have been overlooked this summer' I do think

ffi.;;;-til""-*it* a crop circle wrllform by the power of

i,r, tf,*gfttt. You must tr.y ;d meet half way with the Circle

il;;.,;; tome thought-about wanting a formation close to

i;;;;,'tfi"* your interest and need for the crop circle in your

*"r. 'fia""t *ork, somehow our thoughts and udshes are heard'

:uriiit" " 
ptuv"r, ir yo* thoughts are pure and just' your wishes

get answered.

iir;;, 
"opy 

or The Circulattook me days to read and pages of

a"tuif, *"fiAone GB, and no increase in the membership prices'

what more could you ask for? I loved the pictures of various

formations which appeared around the country' it shows the crop

;;i;A;;.nonis ulive and doing well thank vou very much!

ffr" S'"f"*, Oregon, USA formation was of great interest' it

Oo*r", good with natural earth energy' Closer to home the

;i.;.. ;f Crewkeme, Somerset crop circle has deep meaning'

l',-iil;;:i;";"iir"' formation which appeared earlv in the

'yli;?;'ilr*t or" can see where the finger is pointing'

and even where it's coming from' We each of us have the

J..iti"" to make about wf,at formations are genuine or lot

a"p"tJ*g upon what we believe in' but for me the message ls

.f"*. hi the first week of December the Earth's ley pattem

ei*e"qr"f ,h"*Ti-1""T;,1ffi::"$'e':}:Tr**J#
follow the four Year mcr

we will have to wart and s"e' The decrease never showed

dramatic changes to the level of genuine crop circles last

summer, let's liope things continue the wayit has.done' we get a

tlttt"-.t*"t to the phenohenon every year' that's rmportant!

Middleton CheneY, Oxon Agl08tg1 (See Oxford Report page 47)

rt'"*uaroutdShrewsburyhadsomeniceformations,agam
close to the main a: rturriniright past tire crop circies and each

;iil"i the road. 'lhe phenominon does not seem to be so shy

about where it puts crop circles this sumrner' West of

ifu"*rt.ry a formation drew IIPo activity very near the ground'

again near'the ,A5, I rlever visited this one, bttt video footage of

ti" ffnO fghts were recorded' It poses the question' do crop

circles exisiwhere the"'come from? Mr vieu is that the t-IIOs



EDerra Ea;cth Slatirit, Feceqel G|ecid-
f-leccqel is a Deva close

fi cotan"tO crop circle to
I peoples of the ||:

to God, he made the Sutton
promote understanding between

world, he has nrade a
crop circie before, a

dumbbell near B1aby,
Leicestershire seven
years ago. Both then,
and now this srLmrner, he
made the formations to
make ali people
understand the gods they
worship is the same
Supreme God. A11

religions whatcver form
they take, worship Him.
All men are brothers.
In the year 2000 the cosmic alignment will not threaten the Earth,
the ozone hole will damage parts of China and Russia, the planet
will suffer whilc the ozone layer is reduced and broken.
An unknown religious site is close to the Isle of Wight on the UK
mainland. It is the site of a very early church, it should be lbund
and the site used 1br worship again. It is around 11 miles inlaiid
from the coast and this ancient site goes back before the time of
Stonehenge. Its links with early religion and god are strong.
Ppamids are over 10000 years old, much older thau. we think,
they are the centres of planetary Earth forces, and not places to
bury the dead as we think. The people rvho built the Pyramids
are not ofthis uorld, they are an alien race who seeded the planet
Earth.

George, this is the qwestion and answer session I did wifh Feccqel Gecid" it's something I have never done before, I have no
knowlzdge if it is correct and true, I jnst feel it is importatn il is recordcd. I know the Circls Msker daes do most of tlrc crup
circl.es, ba jilst the odd one is crealed hy Devie Force clase to God on direct orders. For what rcason I don't know. (llhy not do
them all?)
It's not ilirect crop circle materiol bu, it is linked with il; getting peoplz to anilerstonil tloryxtng is very hail, getting them to
undcrstond this is worce I lorcw it is important, buf how fu darc you go? To pint this might upset a greot many peoplz, rcligion
is a thing you corrnot play obout with I woull never wish to hurt people's beliefs. At the same time a stofi has to be mqde
somewhete

interpreted by M N

They stiii watch over us even now. The equipment placed in the
centre of the Pyramid balanced the Earth's energies with the

Last issues' remarks on the prophecies of Michael Newark in which
i suggested he rnight care to expand on some of the statements he

made, elicited the surrounding article from a 'seer'. Although I
find some of it very hard to swallow and some of it very 'samey'
and familiar. that seems no reason to bin it. I present it here for the
membership to indicate their preferences. If .vou rvould like more.
or indeed if you u'ish never to see this type of material again, please
let me knorv. It might indeed offend some of you, but I don't expect
everybody to read every word, no more than I expect you to believe
everl.thing you find within these covers. I hope we are all adult
enough to select the wheat from the chaff. It certainly is
entertaining, and what if it were all true. . . . . . ..

pressure of the molten
Earth's core. It was never
intended as a burial
chamber.
2012 when the Mayan
calendar ends is when the
spirit world around us and

man meet, the veil between
the two will lift on or about
that time, little by little the
two will draw together.
Those who cannot accept

the other will fall by the
wayside, the change is

already underw,ay, man has little time to change his v''ays.

MarsrMoon wiil be settled in less than 63 years tirne. Aliens are

already here on our planet. Bases only will be established. Races

wiil not mix.
Gough Island iri the Atlantic will be hit by an asteroid in 800

years time, the planei will suffer much damage, people of the
u'orl,.l will unite to recover.
God, or the Supreme Force, is known in the Cosmos to alien
races, he is understood and worshipped. God does not command
planet Earth alone, he comrnands eveq,thing.
God is not the Circle Maker, but tre formations come at his
comrnand, made in his name by his Earth Devic forces. It is Ilis
wiii we knorv Him.
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{.Tramlines,}

TREE Of LIFE
This 150+ footer appeared at Burderop l)own, trvo miles East oi Barbury Castle

(Ord. map grid: iU tf O-f70), on the grd or 4thof tr4ay, in canola/rapes-eed.

The desid ir an efficient but artless rendition of the 'K"y to the Kabballah'"
Compare wiih the 1991 Barbury Castle Triangle - the CircleMaker's masterpiece --

which was actually-the trianfuiar root of tf,is rrgrI T.9?.. This is a pale imitation!
I( s incorrectly piipirtirned: thZbig triangies, which ihould be equiiateral, are,too wide

Perhaps thJfirst'investigator in itll fouiA oniy crimpecl, broken, and scraped stalks'

g 1.997 Peter R. Sorensen



N

HYPOTHETICAL,GENUINE" TREE of LIFE
The Kabbalah formation that appeared near Barbury Castle this May is rtot,i. *y opinion,

genylne._ It represents a map of matter/consciousness/spirit of the highesi order, yet iiwas
rendered in a most banal r{'ay - iifted skaight out of a textbook. Theleat CircleNdakers u,ould
have exalted it (as they did the 1991 Barbury Castle Triangle), with spectacular grace and glory.

Here I've just let my mind roarn free in an attemnt to imasine what theulnioht hew"e dnnp



ffi(ere the EData,Ioa,s(e
A s severai nrenrbers of the CCCS ,"r,i11 knorv, over the past

A years I havc argued tirat ii was essential lor the Centre to
I I maintain an up-to-date and comprehensive database cf
ail IIK crop fonnatrons.

reassurance for those lvho
vieu, the circles as a

mystrcal experience.

Iiioallr:', $hat practicai use
is the riatabase'? What
peroentage of members have
ac1ua1ly asked ihe CCCS for
inlonnation lrom it since its
rnception? More and rnore
people, boih inside and
outside the orgariisatrol.
now have access to the
intemet, i,"'here ."r.or1d-wide

irrformation on ail aspects of
Cerealogy is avaiiable" ivith
aerial coiour photoglaphs of
circles supplied by CCCS
nenibers, ali tbr the cost o1'

a loca1 phone cali, Even the
Circie-rnakers har.e a rveb
page to anluse, or infuriate,
croppie surlbrs.
So let us deolare the CC-'CS

database obsolescent and
get rid of the albatross
lbrtiiu'rth!

Ll'ell that is Ron't pritd oJ'vier+,,
and I would be the ftrst to
defend his right ta ruake his
thinkfug public. I mal' not
agree wbh everything he says,
but he may well have a poittt.
I"he make-up of the CCCS and
its positiotr in the disseminatory
prltess k thangiug ttnd yt'e

tht.st be upc,t to posttivs
crhitism .from B'hatzyer
qudner. I'ou ma"y, t ot $gree
vvih his stance, but you cannot
de4: l1fu right ra make it. It
also toxtes al a time v'hen
CCCS'A' making chturyes ta the
d.atabase tnd the wat' itt v'hich
rt is pre[eilled t0 the
ntenfiership. 'fhe (Lt.S'ts a
broai church nnd we cannot
piease alt of the members all of
the time......
Perhaps some aJ ytu might litie
to take up cudgels on his
behalf, or ours. W'lty not *'rile
and ld us ltnov, hov, .t,ou feel
abaut it? This issue seems to
be a compilation of the effeas
as ilierprded by some who
experienced the maaphysieal
Strange hoy'each bsue see,, r
ta have a thematic thredd that
holds many af the artictes
together and ye! opens up widz
tteenues of thought ond

by Ron Hill
is statrstically rvorthless. lf we are to be totally honest u,ho can
say, with hand on heart, that thev can prore'oerond cir.rubt that
one percent, tefl percent or lifrr perccrrt. or indeed all fonnations
are llon-matunade? TJnless ofcorirse \\e ate prepareci to settie for
a u,ishtul thinking database - useless ior purposes of anal,vsing
the phenomenon (ifl indeed that is uhat it is) but a source of

Through the valialt cfforts of paul Vigay. and other members,
the CCCS was ablc to boast of an 

-

actual database availabie on floppy
disc to those lrranches vr.ho
possessed a personirl oolnputer.
The data started rvith a few
Canadian sightings in 1964 (Doug
'n Dave omitted to claim those as
their handirvork) and progresseci
through to 1992, listing around
350 formations altogether.
Unlbrtunately thc information
supplied was far tiom complete,
often wth only sketchy details,
and then (only) avaiiable long
after the seasons had ended.
More recently after a gap of years
another database has been
produced on disc, and a
compiiation of sonre photocopied
formations was marle available for
a short limited period.
However, like Paul ot the roacl to
Damascus, I have rindergone a
conversiorl an<i would no\r. argue
against a CCCS database for a
variety ofreasons,
Firstl.r. the cllneflt database.
unlike its predecessor, does not
have an in-br.ti1t database
programme and can oniy. be
accessed by branchcs uho have an
Excel database l)rogralrune o11

their computers. 'l his severely.
restricts it from being ',videl-v
usefui.
Then, even if a database of
formations readable by anv I,C
llas available to all rnernbers, the
compiiation, updating and
distribution of such a programme
would be a Herculean task - anrl
who in the CCCS u,ould be
willing, or abie, to lake it on?

Each year the details of the
formations reported becomes
statisticaily less and less vaiuable,
as the number of 'good' man-made
ones increases ard the human
circle-makers produce ever more
complex circles.
These same circle-makers are iar
from illiterate idiots. and being
able to read The (ircular as well
as the next person, knowjrist what
the experts' wili hope to find,
and incorporate it in their
formations (diatonic ratios, muiti-
fold geometry and ley lines - no
problem!). It must be transparently clear

Dear George,
Here's an article.. for The Circular.
Controversial? Yes, but I do feel quite strorgly that we
are in danger of producing a work of faction, as the
media call it, by rnaintaining a database that does not,
and cannot, distinguish between a genuine
phenomenon, albeit supranormal, and formations
tailor-made for the tourist trade. Are we putting in the
obvious amateur jokes such as faces or so-called
ttGrey'stt, and t.Smiliest, with sun glasses for instance?

I should hate to belong to an organisation built on
foundations of gullibility!

At least we have some formations in Suffolk at long
last, but it was unfofiunate that our branch had not
provided you with photographs and details, but
following the Sussex branch's precedent, out of respect
for the landorvner's wishes and the need for future co-
operation we hat,e withheld them until now.
Best wishes
Ron Hill
Suffolk

Thank you Jbr the article, Ron, I will print it and leave it
to our discerning readership to indicate their preference.
You ussume th{rt since everyhody has a pC, there seems
little need to compile listings af formations. OK, but
what about the large percentoge of people who have no
computer and to whom the Internet is sn anathema?
Your costings seem to ignore the charges your web
provider charges annuallyfor your cofinection, wouldn,t
t50 - t100 fl year be nearer the mark -pLfJS the cost
the phone call? That makes The Circular very) much
more cost effective as well as more comprehensiye. As

the smileys, ignoring them won,t make them go
away, and I for one appreciue the odd spot of humour
and injection oJ'frivoli4, within these othent,ise grey
tyslls and as editor, it is my choice, within reason, u,:hat
goes in the magazine or in the bin. I would be mortally
offended if I thought for one moment this was being
interpreted as mere gullibility on my part,

There sre moves afoot to compile a table of events that
the authors feel reprcsents non-hooxed formations, but
obviously without 100% proof, this is littte better thqn a
wish-list. I have always thought it bdter for readers to
make up their oytn minds without direction, ar indeed
mis-direction froq me! However yout concetns
suggestions might well be worthy of consideration by the
membership and may indeed affer a viable ulternative to
our present system, but might it not also he the thin end

blunt ...,.',8d,
to anyone that



Slome of tlre
corrryglledb5r Sterre Pa,ge &

Wilts, Wroughton/Barbury Castle on May 4e
(See issue 29) in Canola (Oil Seed Rape)
Like many fomrations, the appellation was applied before the
brain was engaged. It is not a true interpretation of the Tree of
Life, but a pretty good approximation. One of our letter writers
in the last issue explained some of the elements of this formation,
but if we ask her nicely, hopefully she will expand upon it in
some detail in a future issue. Approximately 100ft by 200ft, it
was a dramatic sight in the unripe crop and attracted a great deal
of attention in an otherwise slow start to the season

Essex, Strethall 2nd May 100ft across in Canola
The Strethall'Tilower" made a very early visit to this Essex heid.
The stark simplicity appealed to all who saw it, although tiris
silhouette does lot do it justice. (See issue 28 for photograph)

Essex, Littlebury Green 20ft Aprit 250ft across in Barley
A simple, in design, formation that many compared to the
passage of Hale-Bopp through Aries at the same time. kr the real
tli.ng, the ring did not join the smaller circle as a continuation of
itself, but joined nearer the inner edge of the circle as if in the
first circuit of a spiral. Early photographs failed to show a
"Chewon" that is obvious in later dated photographs. A very
similar chewon to one seen last year in the Stonehenge Julia Set.
Is it the grafliti of a croppie, or the manifestation of some alien

CopyEilht ISI FeEr SorErEen
'Snowflake' Wiltshire, Stonehenge June 9th. 200ft across in
Barley.
This one appeared a day or so after a CCCS Council meeting at
Andover, just a few miles away. Nofthat I'm suggesting that that
had anything to do with it ofcourse! Peter Ssrenson flew over it
fairly soon after it appeared and for some reason felt unhappy
with its origins. He felt it was scrappy and untidy, but the
weather had not been too kind for some time. There are elements
of this design that link 1996 to 1997, but it was so radically
different overall, that it left many feeling uncomfortable about its
size and desigr

Wiltshire, Barbury Castle May 20th 200 feet across in Canola
Subject of a number of very dramatic aerial photographs, this
formation appears to be a development of the Littlebury Flower
of 1 996. It seems as if the outer standing arurular ring has broken
up into segments which are flying off in differing directions. If
you can imagine pushing them all back into place, you would be
left with a small circle surrounded by a thin ring. One might be
forgiven for thinking that sometime next year we will find a ring
with segments that are equidistant from the centre, but whose
centres are located two thirds ofthe way out from true centre. Is
it a legitimate exercise to try to pre-empt the circle makers
design studio? Or are we in danger of providing a blue-print
for hoaxers?

l'
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Wiltshire, Winterbourne Basset I't Jure in Barley (Issue 29)
"The Harlequin" Well! What can you say? It is one of those
exkaordinary formations that will feature in any crop circle
publications of the fuhre. Those who support the phenomenon
will point to,it as a proof positive that they couldn't possibly be
created by human agency and those who don't, will point to it as
a "contrived" formation that "proves" that all formations are
hoaxes. It is true that some investigators who visited it thought it
was "messy'', but it is hard to see how such complicated
patterning in such a relatively confined space could be anything
but "messy", particularly after being visited by hoards of
impatient croppies.

Bishop's Waltharr,
Hants., 9m Julv in Barley. -fhis 

one appears someu,hat unlinished
and somehow akin to the "Nuclear s1rnbol" at West "fisted iast

.vear. Very similar in aspect to the East Meon event of 29m June

Costbrd, Waruichshire. i lth
'Je11yflsh' lookiug sornewhat niore like a lried egg.

last issue. Some 75ft or so across

July The
See photo in

Wiltshire, Rockley June I lft 150ft across in Barley (issue 29)
As another variation on a theme, it does exhibit the versatility of
the phenomenon aud its ability to surprise in even relatively
simple and uncomplicated formations. Again first-hand reports
stated that it was messy, but aerial shots suggest a relatively
juvenile crop and not very healthy either. Perhaps it was
suffering from the effects of drought? Note also similarities with
Kilmeston eveat - photograph on page 12 of issue 29

Crewkerne, Somerset August 1997 Approx
160 feet across with a 40ft cenkal disc. More precisely it was
situated at Haslebury Plucknet in Barley. Typical Somerset
desigr.

Ilarnpshire, Ileadboiute Worthy. ?il'Juiy 200it across in Wheat
Personally I thcught this formation \las ugiy atd
disproponionate. It gives an air of imbalance and rneuace as u,e
seem to be stalirrg do*r tire barrels oi a gun, or up tire exhausts
of a rocket! Either rvay' not a healthy prospect uporr *fiich to
dwell

Before you ask, no, there is no particular methodology or
sequence in this layout, they are just as I came across them,
or just where I thought they might fit more usefulty than if they
were in alphabetical or date order.

So thE way they go togsth€r is puraly chanca and
happenstanca. We nrake no judgernent abnut authenticity or
otherwise, that is the readers prerogative!

ffi
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Hampshire, Danebury/Longstock 18ft Jure 60 feet across in
Wheat (Issue 29) A well balanced formation, but again, one that
lacked a certain crispness of edge leaving a somewhat bland
formation that l'ailed to lift it into the top formations of 1997,
although the overall design was quite startlingly well balanced.

Long Handborough, Oxon. 09108/97 Not much detail on this one
yet. I get the impression many are not happy with this one

Hampshire, East Meon 29h June 100ft across in Wheat. (issue
29) Some sourccs give site as Kilmeston, Hants.
A well balanced and finely executed formation in the pastry-
cutter style, Not sure which way up it should go, nor just what
it might represent, The problem with anthropomorphism is
that it often dstracts from the stark impact of the subject.
Suggesting that this might be 13 bald men watching their ball
fall down a manhole, somehow sullies the appreciation!

Alton Barnes/Priors, Wilts. ll /7 197

One to delight Jim Lyons's heart! This toroidal knot formation
probably presages a number of similar formations nexl year,

particularly if Jim publishes his latest paper on qpch esoteric
geomekic forms. Each year formations which exhibit this
variation on a theme seem to become ever more complex. The
aesthetic balance is superb, but technical expertise cannot
guarantee genuheness alone and we will need to investigate
many more aspects of this formation to satisfy ourselves as to its
authenticity or otherwise

Cheriton, Hants. 4/7/97 in Barley This one appears to be 'over-

ripe', the strange propeller shape extending out from the central
disc was reported as wind damage at first and that seems to be
the logical explanation for an otherwise quite unremarkable
formation. Ifthe propeller shape is part ofthe design, then this
lifts the formation into the ranks of the extraordinary. The outer
ring of2m circles are unbalanced, out of line and "fussy". The
ring seems contrived and ostentatiously mis-aligned

What else but The Starship Enterprise? I

wonder what Captain Kirk made of this one? Sorry ! I don't
even have a county, let alone a location. No doubt I will get my
knuckles rapped for not knowing, but do you really want to
know? (Yes, so do l!)



?
Koch Curve with a vengeance! Who on earth had ever heard
of Koch Curves before this? French ones maybe, but wouldn,t
"Snowflake" have been a better comparison? I have seen it
referred to as the "Koch Snowflake,,, so obviously some are
hedging their bets! This media does it no justica

Dodworth 1, Nr. Barnsley, S. Yorks. l/8/97
A good, solid North-country formation with no frills, just a

slight tendency to lean to the right?
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Hackpen Ili1l, Nr. Winterbounie Basset, Wilts. 18/8/97
"The Attractor" A variation on a Koch Curve? fhe contbination
of basically triangular shapes makes this an uncornlbrtabie and
spiky design

Every time I come across this silhouette, the name ,.Eric
Blood-Axe" leaps to mind, Don't know why, but it does seem
akin to a shield. Once again I have no further information, not
even a location for this saemingly finely executed design.
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Bourton, Nr. Devizes, Wilts
referred to as 'The Witches
executed desigr

Is this
A well

the one some
balanced and

TootBalden, Oxon. 06i08/97 (See OxonReport)
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Whitewood Farrn- Hen Wood Ilast Meon 16 June according to
somel;1Lh Ju1y to others. "The Ant" Not anatomically accurate,
but a iinelv balanced tbrmation that really leaves little to be
added. See photograph in last issue.

Two formations, the one on the left we have no data on at
present. The one on the left is from the Liddington Castle
area. A very busy place this year

a

Oliver's Casfl c, W ilts. 23 /07 /97
See photo in last issue and Lucy Pringle's article in this one.

Cley Hill, Nr. Warminster, Wilts. 1517197
"The Dream-Catcher", although it is reputed to have started life
in a much simpler form. The similarity to the Stonehenge
hexagon needs no nudge from us, it finished up as a hnely
balanced and strikingly beautiful formation

# Liddingron castle, w*ts l"tAugust.
"The Pendant Necklace" see photo in last issue, somewhat akin
to the "Striag of Pearls" from last year and not just in location!

ffi
\E/Another 

rrorn the Liddington Castre area or
Wiltshire in early August. An ill proportioned Vesica Pisces

{*t"Lane 
End Down, padrock, wirts., just East

of Cheesefoot Heed in Wheat, Once again a formation that
performs poorly in silhouette, but the aerial shots show off a
splendid spiral burst floor pattern in the central disc.

Wiltshire, Etchilhampton 1 August. 120ft in Wheat. These two
formations appeared in the same field. For more detail see page
41 of our last issue. The one on the left might resemble the sails
on a Portuguese windmill or six dhows chasing each otler.
Whatever, it is a finely executed piece of work, whereas the
"Grid" is, to me, as ugly a formation as it is possible to imagine.
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Woodborough Hill, Alton Barnes, Wilts. 21107/97
Two German circle creators are credited with this one in the
same area as tle one they created last year. Not quite sure just
what they hoped to achieve unless I missed the point or there is
an input lrom elsewhere!

Fosbury Fort, Vernham Dean, Hants. 518/97 see photo in our last
issue. I have seen it referred to as "The Warp Drive Motor" It
made some quite dramatic images in the flesh and was probably
only at it's best when seen from the air. I look forward to some
ground reports in due course. It extended to 175ft (55m)

Whitechurch, Hants. Late in July in Wheat.

One of the odder formations of the year, this one looks as if it
a pair of overlapping 180' (60m) rings that have suffered at the
hands of vandals who added the Star of David later. On the
other hand of course, it may well be that the rings were added
later....ummmm. Probabiy we will never ever know and I think
that might be a great pity, despite its ugliness and crudeness
of design, there is something tugging at my subconscious on
this one.

Curton, Nr, Rochester, Kenl. 17/8197, See article in this issue,
page 42 A late season offering in wheat, yet somehow' it just
does not please the eye, perhaps there is an imbalance or iack of
proportion that somehow offends. However, it does grow on you.
(For an example of just horr' !\rong you can be, see Andrew
Kings article.)

Dodworth 2, Nr. Bamsley, S. Yorks. 1/8/97
The second formation from the same area of Yorkshire. Does not
perform well in silhouette, but looked very well in photographs
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East field, Alton llarnes, Wllts. 3117/97 In Wheat, this formation
has an 'unfurished' look about it as if the circle-makers were
disturbed part rvay through their activities. Or maybe they just
became aware they had lost it!

Silbury Hill, Wilts. 23l07lIt Wheat and just over 200ft across.
See front cover photo in our last issue. Very much akin to the
later Koch snowflake that contained a 'snowflake' of standing
crop within (see page 4 of our last issue.)

Morestead. Hants.21/07197 A 153ft (50m) formation that
far better rn rhe Wheat held than it does in this silhouette.

looks

Kersler Doun, Warminster, Wilts. 31"tJuly l'his Gaia symboi
'*ould have made headline news just a few years ago, now we
can oareiv be bothered to remember where it tvas, Many reports
.ls:ei ii srmp11' as Keysley Down which prompted a great rush to
ihe sazetleer br those in search ofenlightenment.

It aisc cails urtl locus the 'SCOOP' mentality of some so-called
researchers !\hat is the most imporiant factor here
drssemrnation ol lhe information, or being the first, or only one,
urth the data?

Upharn, Hants. 14/08/97 hr Wireat tr5s of Jme in some reports,
but it really doesn't quite matter in this somewhat unsuccessful
or imbalanced formation that I hnd difficult to get excited about

:0



The Scorpius Hour of Lgg4
fn the summer of 1994 an unprecedented astronomical event

I manifested itself in our solar system. As it progressed, a
J-commentary on this event was mirrored in the cereal fields of
England as a brilliant series ofcrop circle designs. These became
known as 'thought bubbles' by some, but the clear corurection
seen by many to the awesome comet strike on Jupiter, became
clearer to me as thc months passed. The depth and elegance of
their content gave a clear message and what I've extracted so far
is, most probably, still only a small portion of it. Seeing the
ingenious subtleties of meaning that are to be found in them, has
left me despairing of all that must pass each year through the
ravenousjaws of flre combined harvesters that we, the explorers
in this quest, havc neitler the time, the funds, nor the fulI
awareness to discover before next years new amazements can
rivet our attention again.

by Kris Welicr Sherw'ood

imphcd connectron hetv"reetr the conret coilision or Jupiter, and
scorpions? l,ooking at the sky charts tbr July of i994. I lbund a

stururing correlation: at this time of year the consteilation of
Scorpio dominates the everung sk','. fuiiong astronourers rt is
icnowt as the "Scorpius Ilour". In thc summer of 199;l as tire
Shoernaker-Levy 9 comet uas niaking iB fahl rendezvous with
.Tuprter, the planet's orbit posilioned it in fhe sky directlv'in ltne
and in ft'ont of the 'clav,s' af Scoryio.'l-he entrre constellation
acted as a marrunoth pointer, calling our attention to the
astronomicai spectacle untblding there.

liie Scorpion crop lbrmations also drew our attention to 1he

'String of Pearls'. the 21, letter-coded, cometary liagments
approaching the planet. and to Jupiter's position in relation to
Scorpio. (fig 1) A beautiful example among these 'Scorpion'

The Scorpius Hour 1991
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h making these observations I felt I had gained additionai
understanding of horv the circiemakers' energies encode their
multi-levelled, s\monynous/homonyrnous, concepts and
references into the syrnbols that nuterialise in the fieids. At
times these are prophetic in content, llith apparent advanced
knowledge of unpredictable events.

The curves of gradcd circles repeated themselves nranl tines in
1994, not only in simple strings that seemed to mirror the
progression ofthe Jupiter collisions, but also in a series ofclearly
'scorpion-1ike' designs ( lig. 2 ) What. I',voiidered, uas

designs (fig 2b) occurred on June 8e at l,opcomte Corner, uear
Salisburl, Wilts. Notice hou, the sma1l 'grapeshot' near the
'kink', or 'bend' in the taii of this formation corresponds
perlectly with the large stars adjacent to the corresponding part of
the ar:tual constellation, The double circie and cresoent head

suggests to me a conjunction rvith the moon, a i'eature that relates
it to tlie fomrations discussed in the next paragraph. In
researchirg this infomratron I spoke with a British astronouer
wlio verihed an interesting detail about Scorpio: from England
the loner portion of Scorpio is below the horizon, so the tail
porliorr is riot visible liorn there. This astronomer had relocated
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configuration of this fresh 'G-site', the
way the shock waves formed, indicated
that Jupiter's atmosphere contained a
previously undetected abundance of
water! Water, a key element in the
formation of crop circles, and one
symbolically represented in, and found
in close proximity to many circles.
Three months before this event, at
Avebury in yellow Canola, a curiously
similar image of a circle containing a

crescent appeared. Was this a

coincidence or a preview of coming
events? kr what might be a bit of the
kind of cosmic humour we've seen the
'Circle-makers' display, I noticed that
the crescents at Oliver's Castle can be
seen as a 'monogram' containing the
location's initials: O's and C's!

2b

Fig. 2

The comet's hajectory, as viewed from Earth, curved from below
Jupiter to the impact site where Scorpio pointed.
The 'thought-btbbles' all formed on hillsides in
a similar orientation. Adding to this, the ecliptic
path of the Moon l-ell that surrmer exactly
between the claws of Scorpio and Jupiter!
Several formations in this 'Comet' series
illustrate the moon's position as it passed directly
between them. 'lhe earliest of these was the
Silbury Hill Scoqoion of May 24 (frg. 3a), that
alcng with the later Moulsford formation of July
17 (Iig. 3b) seems to state, in part, "moon
position in relation to Scorpio". The quintuplet,
seen here in the scorpion's head, is an ancient
Celtic syrnbol sigiufying the lunar cycles. (A
corurection my husband, Ed Sherwood has made
to the meaning of Celtic crosses and their
relevance in crop circle designs.)
The Silbury Hill Scorpion formed on the night of
a lunar eclipse, adding additional meaning to the
inclusion of the lunar symbol. I would hazard. an
wlerifiable guess that the formations indicating
moon position actually formed in the short time
that the moon was in this position on the nights
in question. The crescent "tail stinger" and moon
symbols of May and June continued evolving and
signiffing their images, once established, into
'shorthand', condensing the designs as they
progressed. Circle-string scorpions were
sheamlined and 'morphed' into the 'comet'
gllphs near and during the actual impact week.
Jupiter being represented in most as the large
ring.
As the photos started to appear later that year in
astronomv publications, further rernarkable reflections of this
event in the prcvious summer's crop circles came 10 light. The
large "G" fragnrent irnpact site, 48 hours after collision (fig 4)
u'as a 'dead riuger' for the exquisite nested crescents ofJuiy 26
at Oliver's Castle: even dnu,n to the qirrqle adiacent orancchnt

Oo'r
Fig. 3a

Aaobcr:q to Novcnb.t 22

Fig. 3b
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There were another two formations that occurred in 1994 which
may also have been hints for us to "get" the Scorpio inference;
these were the "Clau/'formation (mid July) at Hackpen Hill,
which seems an amalgam of the G-site crescents, the colliding
cometary fragments, and the claw image to reference Scorpio;
and the stylised 'lnechanical scorpion" of July 29 at Littleton. (I
have not seen a photo ofthis formation, but it is reported to be in
an un-tramlined field.) This I think is an underlining of the
'kink' feature of the Wiltshire Scorpions, a kink which is present
in the 'backbone' of the actual constellation of Scorpio, and I
think is intended to draw our attention to the fact that these
formations indeed refer to Scomio. I see the 'Claw' as a

comet impact week, with the overlapping circles of its tail
visually saying 'collision'. While drawing the diagram it occurred
to me that it was only necessary to rotate a couple ofthe crescents
in its 'head' and it effectively becomes the image of the Oliver's
Castle Crescents formation that was to appear nearly two weeks
Iater. (fig. 6)

The crop circle year of 1994 finished with a final startling
formation that completed this ckonology implying yet another
connection that wasn't clear to me until I saw, in the Astronomy
Magazine of November 1994 the composite South Pole shot of
Jupiter. From the South Pole. the rine ofimoact sites created a



joining the rest of'the circles. (ftg. 7) The lutal fonnation
contrasted this image with a polarity design, frequently found in
crop circles that appear to be related in meaning. The ring of
circles in the formation is a reverse of the photo image, with the
crescent turned away liom the largest circle.

The positive/negative features contrast and underline their
connectedness. Tu'o of the "Asteroid Belt" formations from 1995
(hg 8) illustrate this type of polarity, in this case between:
standing rings/flatlened rings; ring of circles in 'order'/ring of
circles in 'chaos'; actual planetary orbits/stylised orbits.
Compare this culminating formation called "The 13 Moons" (fig.
9) and its suggested multi-levelled meanings: the thirteen moons
of the Celtic as well as Native American Calendars; the end of
season circles in sceming repose; the metaphorical 'Dragon' (of
Ed's research, and recent writings) curled again into hibernation
for the winter? The ending of a cycle, a pause before recycling
and beginning again? Or the 'Scorpion/Comet' coiled in hnal
circular rest as a last lingering view ofthe bruised planet before
its roiling atmosphere quickly dispersed the ring of impacts into
a fading grey band.

We were aware this event was happening, the world's attention
held rapt as it unfolded. Why was the circle-making intelligence
plotting it out in the fields? How could it show us images from
space before they happened, in some cases images that had
occurred but had not yet arrived on Earth?

What could account for the dozens of instances of apparent
telepathic interaction between the 'Circle-makers' and the
thoughts of those, usually but not always, connected with the
phenomenon? What might be the source of this ingenious and
pervasive intelligence? Ed's recent work "Let Us Remember
Dragons" (The Circular issue 29) provides some additional
compelling evidence toward answers to those questions.

Kris Weber Shernood
San Francisco April 1997

Portscript - September 1997

My first major insight into the connection between the crop circle
designs of 1994 and the Shoemaker-Levy 9 Comet collision came
in the Fall of '94 whcn I saw the photos of the *G' Impact Site
on Jupiter and instantly recognised it as the image of the Oliver's
Castle Crescent formation of July 24 of that year. Further
research uncovered the rest ofwhat's contained here. In July of
1997,Ed and I visited England where, on the night of July 22 at

and in fte same he1d, centred on the same iramline as the '94
Crescents, the 'Double Ringed Pisces' (fig. l0) arrived. I, being
a Piscean who wears two wedding bands together on my ring
finger and has an initial 'S', took this as a resounding
confirmation of this work from the Source. More on this will
follow as Ed and I corirplete our joint article on the events of
t997.

On a very sad note; also whilst I was in England, I leamed of the
tragic death ofGene Shoemaker, comet expert and co-discoverer
of the Shoemaker-Levy 9, in an auto accident at Alice Springs,
Australia on July 18, three years to the week after the cometary
collision. The world has lost a vital voice in an area ofresearch
on which the survival ofthe planet may one day depend,

References & sources
Astronomy Magazine(US) November I 994

Sky & Telescope Magazine(US) July & November 1994
'Oo Jupiter' a documentary produced by Pioneer
Productions/Pinewood'Studios(UK) for the'Discovery Channel'.
'Let Us Remember Dragons' @Ed Sherwood 1997- Millennium

Research Publication.

Diagrams
f,rg. l; Scorpius Hour Illustration - Ed
Sherwood
ftg. 2; Astrological Scorpio ard 2
'sco{pion' formations of 1994 (2a, 2b) -
Coffee Table Book of Astrology - Viking
Press 1962; Ed Sherwood'2 Scorpions'
fig. 3; Diagrams of Silbury Hill Scorpion
(3a), & Moulsford 17 July 1994(3b); Ed
Sherwood
fi5. 6; diagram of 'Claw', Mechanical
Scorpion' , & Oliver's Castle Crescents

of 1994 - Kris Sherwood, Ed Sherwood &
Peter Ssrenson
fig. 8 Silhouette drawings of two
'asteroid' formations of 1995; Peter
Sorenson.
fig. 10: Oliver's Casfle (Roundway)

formation of July 23 1997 (Double
Ringed Pisces) - Ed Sherwood.

Photos
fie.4; 'G' Impact site on Jupiter - Infrared photo July 1994 -
Courtesy ofCal Tech/JPL Educational Services
fig. 5; Oliver's Castle Crescents Crop Circle formation -O Colin
Andrews 1994.
fig. 7; Jupiter's South Pole Composite image-@ Phil Nicholson
& G Neugebauer, Palomar Observatory 1994. Courtesy ofPhil
Nicholson - Cornell University
fig. 9; 'Thirteen Moons' crop circle formation -@ Ron Russell
tll+ lfna*s also to Ron for the '13 Moons of the Celtic
Calendar reference)
For more information contact

Ed & Kris Sherwood
MILLEI\INTIIM RESEARCH
PO Box 2084
Santa Monica,
cA 90406-2084
USA Tel; (310) 319-9329
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C(OIu^FE XTJENTCE FKre re}OFT.T :

A ll successliil conferences are lrlore than ti;e srun cl their

f.l presented parls Certainlv this uas lrue of the CCCS .la.v

I \conference orgauised bv the Lon<lon (iroup and held at

the Westminster Ce,ntr"a1 Hall on 30h August 1997.

The inspiration for tire conference, rellected iti i1s title. canre

from three of the leading group tnerubers. Cirnstine htsley-
Green, Margaret t'lovakovic and, especially Carol Coc'hrane

whose hard work and organisationai skills ensured the success of
the event.

The CCCS has held amual conlerences niost years since its
founding in 1990. In 1991 and 1992 the CCCS orgarlrscr \\as
Beth Davis, an expcrt adrninistrator $tose
three-day event in 1992 at Winchester
must be considered the high water mark of
our conference hislory. The event ended

with a grand dimer a1 the Winchester City
Hall, presided over by our patron ai the

time, the Earl ol Haddingtui. The
Arnerican membersldp loved it.
ln those halcyon davs 'croppies' llorved il h.orn cvery part of the

country and abroacl, particularl-v the States. Ltdeed the ven
success of these earlv conferences u'orted to our disadvantagc

later since they rapidly inspired a plethora of sirnilar gatlierings:

the annual Glastonbury summer conference, tl.re Cereaiogist get-

together and the Hanrpshire meetings (which origrnailv grerv out

of CCCS fuird-raising events).

In 199619'7 there have been regional conlereuces in Corurvall,
Devon, Wiltshire, Sussex, Surrey and Hampshire with large locai
meetings lield b-v county brancires of CCCS. Although ths Certre
held a successtul conlerence in 199i. orgauised bl Leorrie Starr

at Bath, subsequent one day eveuts tertded lo be poorll altelded.
After a1l, why bother to attend the CCCS cotference uhell
leading rnembers rli' the organisatton were holdilg corrtpctitig
events with similar speakers in the iocal areas/
Ifthe characler ofcoui'erences iras changed over tiie 1ears, so has

the structure of tire rrrcetings. The serious scientific occasious ol
eadier years have tended to become. in certain .ltiallers- *'hat can

only be described as Ner.v Age "Shti"r,-brz" u'ith musrcal
prografirmes, poetn reading and evet, in the hands ol srich at,1e

presenters as Miciracl Glickman - magic shorvsl In all this
razzmatazz t&e presentations of tire results of serious research

into the phenomencn iras becorne someuhat sidelined,
It is against this backgrourd that the London (iroup decrded to d<t

things somewhat dillbrently this year in the light ol uiranging
perspectives about the phenornenon itselL ln I 990 there was stiil
serious debate *.hcther we were dealing n"ith a meiaphysical
paradigm at ali and not a material meteorological event. Ail this
has chariged now uith a general acceptance that this is a genuine

metaphysical phenomenon relatirrg to non-hutnau intelligence.
Above all it reflects some sort of cosmic comrmurication process.

A structured conference therefore was piamed at which the

author Adrian Gilbert and CCCS President Michael Green

opened the proceedings. They iooked at ancicut coslnic
communications enlploying stellar imagery and showeti horv the

synbols in the crop heids couid be interpreted as mandaias

dealing with the nature ol deity and the cosuros and its
relationship with rnankind. The main classes ol nonhuman
contactees rvere categorised and it rvas shon'n bl Michaei Cireen

how' certain CCCS groups had recenrly' cotmuutticated directly
with them.
The next phase oftlie conference uas cottcented u'i1h the currellt
situation and ongoiirg research. Andy Thornas provrded a getterai

survey of formations since serious study' o1'the subject began.

Jim Lyons then dcnionstrated the natrire oi the circle-making
force (a new developrnent of his general thesis) showed that the
genesis of these cnergies is related to vacLlum state energl'.

Advanced physics is beginnrng to regard this energy,as having

Gosmic Gommumiuatiun lhruuuh lime:
prB$ert and future

consciousness. 1-hese scieniific co*cepts \i-ete not recogmsed
i.l'hen *e hrst started ou'reseaicli in i 990.

.Ari extrcmeif irllportant sectiorr t;f the cotferenee -t!as devdted {o

personal experiences related to crop circle formations under the

titie 'Ariadne's Thlead' (in ciassical parlance the thread provided

by,'Anadne ''l'hich eiiabled irer' lover, the Clreck herc -lheseiis, tc
find his *ay r:ut of tlie iabp-inth of the Mi.notaur), Anre Sirtitir

spcke ol ttre visionarS' encountr:rs that she and hustrand Richard

had elperiericed in crop fornraticrrs. L.lacdonald, speakirlg fbr hrs

pafiiler Libbl' Valdez described sr"ange dreams that she had had

about tlie rnearling olthe circles. Richarii Andrervs. rn a moving
passage, recoriritei hu',r' he ha,J crperienced Jesus Christ in a

fcrnratron. Related to these personal encounters

Cochrane.s o\tn form of charinelling, u,'hich

reassernbling the letters of the crop lbrmation place names to

rnai<e rnessages. TLese uplifting communicatiots relating to ihe

phenomenon centred round the ancient Eglptian deities Isis and

Osiris
lhe last sectlon of the conl-ereuce cornpnsed tlrr:uglrtiiri spirittral
conlnbiitions br AIck Bartholornerv and ufologist Peter Paget.

Alick described the principles on uliich he chooses his list ol
Neu Age trtles. Peter ended the proceedings *ith a robust

remrnder of ,jr:st r.,liat the next few 1'ears are like1y to hold fbr

hu-nanitr *ith ari appeal to ris all to assdfi our own polver as

humal beinss ai II11s tinre.

fhe conftrerce closed rrith a beaLttiful recital of spiritual songs,

sntg and cotrposed br the international singer Lynda Mvers.

Tlie London CCCS Liroup is e.';treureiv graiefr.ii to thc orgalli:ers.
stail-holders and conl'etence charnnen. (And1 -fhon.ias. Richard

srnith and L{i;ha.l Greenl and especialh George Brshop, the

CCCS Charrran siri.r opened ilte proceecirngs.

Michael Green.

Iilatter? v,ill get )r-tu antt+here. )iichael, eyen iilto the pages of
this magazin! imust atltl tlnt:rs m'r -lirst.fora;'into the basom

o.f'the conj'bretr:e vorld. I *as nto\t intpres.sed by the content, the

number of people vho tttnted up, ond nnre iilPortantlT' stal'ed

ou, antl the qttalin o.f tltose virtt nwde Presenidtiorls. l(kll done

Carol 1br orgaiisittg the eteili and orthestratitrg tx aniably
hehiml the steilei. S{\'.t'Ltl tt*ttibers ttf rhe autliente v'ete also
itnpressecl, so trt;;tlt so tlnt the;' .loined CCLS durtrtg and after
lhe tonference. .1ll of them seenrcd attentt\'e and good lnmtoured

with much pefiinenr questiantilg of speakers after each

pressntatio,t. Competmg for fast./bod semice with the Natianal
Scrabble Championship left a little ta be desired, but was not
withh the control of the organisers! ,Such evertts sa well

adt,ettised and pronoted b'r'Carol Cochrane can do rrcthing but
good for our organisation's prestige and standing in the media

and connntnity, and in all aspect-s of the phenontenan at large.

All of us are the richer for its huppening, all of us would be very

rnuch tlrc poorer /br its passi ng. l{'e hope vau will all do it again

irt 1998 and for many 1.ears to caile, despite the sour grapes of
same ctther organisations who seem to take an inardinate intel'est

in our internal cffuirs. As nqt proof-reading tearn pointed out,

Glitstonbun'Cor{brente may well have been running before the

CCCS Crnference" but then the CCCS itself rose out ol other
such groups and get-trsgelhers. I"he Chicken and egg

canurtdntm!

'[hank yrn one ttul atl frit' a very tvandertill dav. Ed.

was Caroi
involved
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et us examine the current status of the circles phenomenon
and the roie of the so-called hoaxers within the wider
'ambit of the archetypal trickster or game-player il

folkiore.

The debate 'rdietlter a fbnnaiiol ls gc1!tilrle uf iilirlr'i"nade has

occupied the attcntiorr of rnanv ol those iuterested in the
phenomenorr. 'lhe need to establish the realill'ofa paraironrial
E!'ent arrd the wasie of scarce lesoulccs rn ilt\estlgatilg lnan-
rnade forriiatioils afe irnportafit l-easons. lr{oreover the
undersiandabie irc generated in tiiose uhose fie1ds are rnvaried
and the conseqrrent adverse efIect on ihosc il'rsiring to gaui lau{ul
ettry to vielr a lormation are un*elcorne and iiirider
investigation. A Linique and possibh important phenotrienou is
discredited arci inlected uiih an aura of uncefiaurtv and rnuch ol
the elfort of those interested has

clianged fronr thc more useful
debate and research, to
questiorlurg the authenticitl of a
particular event Thrs mav be a

deliberate attelrrl)1 br controlling
agencies to rliscourage such
research- or possibil,' something
intrinsic to ihe phenomenon
itself.

Sr.rme have coure to tenns r.vith dre urcreasing complexit,v aird
perfection oim:ur-made fonnatiols b,v convincing thernseives and
others that "rt is ail part and parcel ofthe circles pirenomenon" -
as ue11 ii is, rn the wider sociological context. Sorne sefl
confessed hoarers have ever-r claimed io be iri sr,ute kirrd of
mystical reiationsliip urth the "genuile pheuomerion". and tliat
they can create tirose verl' ellects *,hich are used as criteria to
establish genuiueuess. it thus seems tliat l','e rna.,, nnl have a
spectnun of crop mar-rilestations. rangirrg lr<.rm those rirarie i:y an
agenl outside our space-tiflle continuum, tc thosc r,,er1 -ruuuir

rvithin it. This becomes particularly iuterestilg *,hdre tiie tri'o
appear to overlap. and if indeed some form oi' irrirglatic'rr is
taking p1ace. A crxnmon denominator may u,eii erisl iu the furm
of the cosmic tt.ickster or lbol.

It is ciear tirat oier the lears, people rvho hiive Lrusteri Lhernselves
copl,,i.ng the original plienonrelriln ha',rc beccnie rnereasinlll ailept
at creattrig lhe iiear periect rxarlrple, ri.itir o; r,iilru'"rt sl abrlitr,,to
include the ker :tcne "magic bends", sr,,,ollen lorles, iar,etng etc. ,

irr the desigr. Havilg once tasted sucoess. the1, look lbrriaid to
the next season lbr the cppoflturitl' to itiprove riprln their
previous eflbns. Dunng the earlier years this uas mdoubtedl,,-'
u"ith the pnncrpal intentron of making lools of researchers and
New Age 'croppies' as rvell as to receive national publicity
through the mcdia. More recently horvever, this tnotivation
seems to have bceu replaced to some extent by the desire to
create such afi tbrms ur their o*n riglrt- or to cotnpete with one
another and/or thc paranomral circle rnakers, in the cornpiexitl',
perlbction and sircer size of their set preces. Some tirought that
they would soon tire of tireir prierile activities aud cease, instead
a form of obsession seems to have evolved. l'heir activities are
moreover legitirnised b1, the socioiogical oonserrsus in u,hich we
currently iive - w'here it rs very n:uch de rigueur to trivialise the
noirle and arca,re. and to reduce all events including religion,
traditional morcs and the unconventional to the level ol mere
entertairunent. this treatrrrent has been particrilari_v harsir on
those people il,to espouse ideas that do not fit into the
'scientist/materialist' consensus. l'he biatant. anil indeed
unscientific, maruier in u,hich Dr Benveniste's work on the

by Andrew King
memory of r.vater u'as rubbished on television by Randi and his
tearn of inquisitors is a good example.

We camot however assume that the paranormal circle-makers are
al*ays going to play ball ald create yet more original, and
perfecil-v executed designs - indeed many of the early formations
were lar lrom neat and syilnetrical. If they have any of the
mischievous in them, which I strongly suspect, then they are
qurte capable of creating deliberately messy or otherwise
irnperfect designs, break stems and include all those other criteria
b1' lvhrch a hoax is commoniy judged. This means that the very
criteria w'hich we use to establish the 'real thing' are themselves
subject to rnanipuiation. Ihey may be as capable of exerting
some level of control over hoaxers and researchers ahke as they
are of creating oomplex or outiandish designs which almost, but
not quite. appear to mean something significant. Just as the-v"

sometimes appear to
respond to messages or
charurelling at other times
not, or not quite; sometirnes

ailowing dowsers to get a

reaction, at other times not.

If rve are indeed dealing
u'ith the archet-vpal

trickster, ir one guise or
another. we should learn to expect this.

The tricksier or lool is weil knorm to the folklore of numerous
cultures in the rvestem world. Ile lives in Amerindian folklore as

"'Ihe Jackal" and in West Africa and the Caribbean as "Ananse".
he is Hermes and Pan il ancient Ciraeco-Roman cuitures ( 1 ). His
exploits are olierr destructive, almost a personif,rcation of
N{Luphv's Lar', u'here he airns to conforurd the aspirations of
humaukrnd bv inuoducrng the unexpected, although u"ithin its
orrrl fonrr of iogrc. Perhaps this may be seen as a warninq that
things are seldom as thel'appear on the surface or that progress

in a sedate manner to a desired conclusion caru1ot aiwa!'s be
taken ibr granted, perhaps a1so that access to the reai world can

onli take piace rvhen the influence of the ccnscious mind has

been amulled. By facing the experienee u,ith w'hat appears to be

an impossible sitriation or diiemma, or by forcing an entirely
dillerent perspeoiive, an introduction to the unseen, iilogical
rvorld ol tire urcortscious may be faciiitated. It is precisely
tluough this introduction that an erpansion of consciousness and
a wider understarrding than is possible in the conscious state ma-v"

be achieved.

Ariother, but converse aspect ot the trickster is that he misleads
b"v playing to the baser instincts of mankind. By encouraging
feeiings of pride or fear, although often disguised as more noble
motives, or through all all-consuming interest with the
phenomenon, a person may be led to undertake, or be party to,
excesses in behaviour. Alice Baile-v (2), Sri Aurobino (3) and

Dion Fortune (4) have all draun attertion to the power and

dangers of obsession. A person u,ho is totally involved in an

aspiration or actrvit-v to the exclusion ofobjectivity can easily fall
prey to ps-vchic controi and manipulation. This ma-v even be seen
as a fonn ofparasitrsm in uhich the person's emotronal energy of
involvement is tapped by some unseen power or entity.

It cannot be doubted that there is a genuine 'basic' phenomenon
here, mimicked and elaborated on by 'pranksters', be they human
or non-human entities or 'intelligences' at a more subtle level of
realit-v - there is sufficient evidence for that, but the ersatz will
intrinsrcalh' be part of its r,r,ider manifestation, so that in comrnon
vr"ith other 'paranormal' occurrences, any event is and must be

Andrew King takes a iong cool look at the forces
that might lie behind our phenomenon. His,
sometimes controversial essay, will strike a resonant
chord in most seriolrs croppies sor..lis, and is almost
guaranteed to cause more than a faint stirring in the
undergrowth...



manifestation of the "The Prime Directive" basic to the
philosophy of the voyagers of the Enterprise and Starlleet
Command - and known from ancient times as the principle of
non-interference (ahisma). If this is true, then there can be no

obvious message, nothing that can cause any 'shift in
consciousness' or understanding, healing etc. - directly. Yet the
possibility, almost wholly rurder the unconscious control of the
experiencing person, of a new viewpoint, innate psychosomatic

action or simply of an awakening exists that something may jttst
be there. From this perspective the trickster as fool may be seen

as the mediator of this principle. The exploits of Nasruddin, fool
of Islamic Sufi folklore, is a prime example of this (5). His
sometimes totally illogical, sometimes cruel, sometimes quite

b:zarre actions, often the product of an oblique or lateral logic,

may yet kindle a spark of esoteric realisation in the often

unwitting reader of thc stories.

But, we are told, there is no proof bf a direct 'effect' in crop

formations, on humans, animals, as well as sometimes on

electronic equipment and materials. Clearly the production of
genuine crop fomatioos whatever their origins, be it devic, secret

govemment experimentation or via mind control and/or

psychotronics, will have resulted in some distortion ofthe space-

time continuum, ar.rd these energy manipulations may have left
their eflects in the soil and plant material, giving rise to the

responses observed. At the quantum level, the laws governing

the macroscopic universe no longer hold sway. Higher
dimensions are'indicated, nonJocality or sl,rchronous actions at a

distance occurs, place and time no longer have an absolute

meaning. There tnay even be a direct effect on life forms

resulting from the description of designs which incorporate

sacred - or natural - geometry in a primal form, possibly through

a form of morphic resorumce ('sacred geometry' is anyway

integral with the natural world and forms a blueprint of its
structure). Even man-made formations incorporating this
geometry could have some impact. However, in common with all
'paranormal', or should we now say hyperspatial events, from
our conscious viewpoint these effects would be immeasurable,

highly subjective, essentially unrepeatable and sporadic in their
occlurence.

So what me we left with? The Truth may well be Out There, but
would we, or could we, notice it if it was? If we are dealing with
a level of reality v'hich lies outside the jurisdiction of the laws
governing the mechanical universe, then this is unlikely, at least

while we doggedly stay behind the mechanistic screen through
which we consciously view the world around us. The cosmic

trickster lives in tlis unseen world and his actions show us that

things are often not as they seem - so that at a wider level one

may say that the whole phenomenon is just part of hisftrer doing -
or just a side effect of some game or innate process at a cosmic or
planetary level, or even just a red henin!. . . . . !

So - Trust No-one!

References:
I Combs, A. & Holland, M' 1996 Synchronicity: Science,
Myth and the Trickster. Marlowe & Co. New York
2 Balley Alice A. 1962. A Treatise on Cosmic Fire. Lucls
Publishlng Co. New York
3 Sri Aurobindo 1970. The Life Divtne. Ashram Press'
Pondlcherry, Indla..
4 Fortune, Dion 19t7. Psychic Self Defence. The Aquarian
Press./fhorson's Fublishing, Northants UK.
5 Shah, I (tld.) 19t5. The Exploits and Subtleties of the
Incomparable Mulla Nasruddin Octagoru UK.
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Dear George.

INDIAN CROP CIRCLES

When I first heard about the 2000-odd crop formations which had

been reported from India last summer, I became most interested,

because of my familiarity with that country both through

agricultural research and through my wife's family. Our
impending visit there in November I thought would provide an

excellent opporhrnity to investigate these firther, and possibly

obtain some photographs - if any formations were present at the

time.
Despite repeated attempts to contact the story's originator, Colin
Andrews, I was unable to get any reply until the autumn, when

the promise of pictures of 2 formatiorts in Kent, hnally elicited a

response. This gave the name of the Indian investigator-

Professor Peshotan Mehta, who, CA informed me, had only now

allowed his name to be dinrlged, and a telephone number where I
might contact him, together with a message exlolling the virhres

of co-operation. Shortly afterwards, a brief article by CA on the

India crop formations appeared in IIFO Reality magazine in

which Prof. Mehta was mentioned, along with an impressive list
of his qualifications and public accolades and diagrams of 6

formations, but with scant details. The (US) telephone number

given to me by CA to contact Prof. Metha turned out to be a
wrong number. Shortly before leaving for India, I again sent e-

mails to CA, who responded with 2 new telephone numbers and a

Fax number, all from the San Francisco area. I immediately tried
both telephone numbers but found that one had been

disconnected and there was no answer to the other one, despite

about 20 attempts at different times of the day and night. All
attempts to contact CA by phone and e-mail - it was now a few

days before our deparhre - were also in vain. When in India, I
attempted to send a Fax to the nurnber CA had given me. This

requested further details from Prof. Metha, but specifically whom

I might contact in India to talk to about these formations. The Fax

tumed out to be a recorded message which was unintelligible!

Enquiring of my wife's family and friends if they had ever heard

mention of any crop formations in India, I was informed that

nothing had appeared in the local (Andhra Pradesh) press or in
the national news-magazine. The only precise location of one

formation given in the UFO Reality article was Panchgani, in
neighbouring Maharashta state. This turned out to be a village

some 70 Km north of Pune (Poona) on thi: road to Mumbai
(Bombay) and in a largely vegetable-growing area, on the Eastern

side of the Western Ghats. A cousin of my wife who lives in
Pune, and who had become iaterested in the phenomenon through

family contacts, was not aware of anything having occurred in
that neighbourhood, although if the formation had been

spectacular and given rise to local speculation as, for example, a

'message from the gods', it could well have been reported in the

local press.

It should however be remembered that there are two Indias - the

more wealthy and largely literate trban and commercial

communities, and rural krdia, with its scattered village farming
communities and mostly high levels of illiteracy. There is not a
great deal of interaction between the two. Since formations

would occur only in rural areas the likelihood of any knowledge

of them spreading beyond village botmdaries is small. To obtain
the kind of database claimed by Professor Metha, he would need

to have an excellent information network at village level; this
would only be possible only through a high level of co-operation

with local agricultural extension services, where these are active.{-><€af



Uttar Pradesh and Punjab states, where it is possible that
Professor Metha's information could have originated, as these
would have been more accessible to information gathering of this
type.
While the likelihood of as many as 2000 formations having
occurred in krdia over the last 10 years is entirely possible - the
lack ofany reported evidence not withstanding - the possibility of
any one person obtaining this kind of information is small. I
would therefore be most eager to see more evidence of these
alleged formations from either Colin Andrews or Professor
Methta and reserve my belief in their existence until this is
presented.

Sincerely,
Andrew King

Thank you, Axdrew, for your dedication to the phenomenon!
Rushing all thnt way to check up on a story without thinking
about the expenses! ..... seriously though, it is important that ue
don't let these wildly inaccurate tales of what might have been

lead us astroy in a rosy glow of expectancy. Such
unsubstantiated stoies must always be treated with caution. A
little optimism too, perhaps, but let's not throw all caution to
the wind as so many have done in the past. The CCCS was very
luclry to hove Andrew's connection to exploit in this regard and
we thank himfor his research. However, we should also note the

faint gleam of hope that his research offired, that India is such a
big, and divided, coantry, that a thousand crop circles could well
be hiding out there. On the other hand, India is filted with
mystics who would surely take great delight in exploiting any
such event in their country . Can you imagine someone like Sai
Baba missing such an opportunityfor a praetical demonstration
of his psychic connections? I think we have to accept that the
jury is still out, but they look like bringing home an emply
verdict. I think we may well have to keep searching for more
evidence, or lack of it, but I don't think we can invest any money
sending our intrepid editor out in search of more details just yet!

Oeveloping one oi
our Jotent senses
ft is the sense which can detect spiritual energies, and

I everyone responds to those energies. The purpose is to be
Iconscious of them. Let us start at the point of sensing
atmospheres. I have never met anyone who does not sense these
at some tirne in their lives.
But what is an 'atmosphere'? It is of coirrse radiated energy
which is hitting us. Atmospheres are felt, and it is this feeling
capability which we are concentrating on.
Everything living is radiating energy. This includes the Earth,
trees, mountains, deserts, jungles, rocks, stars, planets etc. The
thtngs which do not radiate are what are called inert matter,
usually the things man makes, for examplb;'concrete, bricks,
mortar, steel, plastics and so on. Man is of course many things,
but the frst thing he has is a divine spirit, however deep it may
appear to be buried, which of course responds to spiritual
energies. In fact without spiritual energies man could not exist at
all. He may be fed and watered, but without these spiritual
energies he would cease to exist, such is their importance. Even
so-called learned men who denounce the existence oftheir divine
spirit, saying they are all but pure animal with an intellect,
disappear into the hills or the countryside at the weekends, not
knowing why but coming back recharged and invigorated.
Obviously some interchange of energy tales place, because we
feel refreshed, energised and ready to face the tasks ahead.
One of the requisites is to know yourself. This will take many
months, perhaps years. A good starting point is to know why you
do and say so many things, why you avoid places, why you like
certain things, certain times, certain people; in fact, ifyou add the
question 'Why?' on the end of everything you say, do, or
experience, you will indeed start to know yoruself and start to
understand others.
Let us deal with atmospheres. It is better to be completely alone
when you try to sense these. Start by gaining an impression, not
with your eyes, but with how you feel within certain rooms,
houses, churches, public houses, oflices, prisons, groups of
people, hospitals, theatres, etc., ifpossible going from one place
to another fairly quickly. A fairly dramatic change from say a
hospital to a pub should give you some easy feedback. Many
people will even be able to put words to the feelings they
experience, saymg it is peaceful, uplifting, vibrant, empty,
pleasant and so on.

If you are putting words to these energies you are obviously
becoming more conscious of things spiritual, where before they
were inthe sub-conscious. The highest ability I have heard being
expressed in this field is of people who can consciously sense
celestial energies, being able to sense when stars or planets are
coming up on the horizon and those which are disappearing, such
is their sensitivity and consciousness.
When developed, this new conscious sense can lead you to
experience life in a more rewarding way. It can lead you into
dimensions previously unknown to you. It can also guide us in
the decision-making process of our daiiy lives. Some people are
already acutely aware ofthe earth-type energies which abound. It
is with this sense that one can diflerentiate between spiritual
energies of the earth and those found in authentic 

".op 
iir"l"r,

and tell the difference between man-made circles and those
created by other means.

P.J. Brookman, September 1997

For those who might like to contact Phil Brookman, his address
is 73 ConwayDrive, Shepshed, Loughborough, Leics. LEl2 9pp
or telephone 0 1 509 505 I 90
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I have been looking into previous years' crop formations as a
result of noticing similarities from one year to another, and
groupings of formations within a localised area. The Wl,thall
(Hereford & Worcester) circles had one circle with an arrow-type
appendage, very sirnilar to 1997, for instance (Wythall l, 1996)
The great groups ol similar t1pes, which, of course, sometimes

spill over into other years, are recognisable, often for their
quahty, eg, the 'Keys', 'Thought-bubbles' and 'Scorpions' to
name but three. However there are numerous other groups with
formations which appear very much to have come from the same

stable, in their own areas. Notable in this regard was Somerset.

There are similarities with; the East Chinnock 'Wheel' of 1995

and the Martock 'Cross and Circle' of 1996. Two ringed circles
with a propensity to lbrm a cross or wheel such as; Somerton of
1996, and the Haslcbury Plucknett 'Cross & Circle of 1997. Atl
very close together regionally speaking.

Wiltshire had its '1'aclpole' appendage at Etchilhampton in 1996

and an oddly pattemed standing crop which stood within a circle,
part of a larger pattern and very similar to Roundway formation
of the same year. 'Ihe one which incorporated a tumulus within
its desigr.
h 1995, Winterbourne Basset exhibited squares and triangles, a
possible prototype for the 1 997 'Harlequin'.
There are many others, and not only in Wiltshire. The intriguing
point is that they are localised as groups mostly, but not
exclusively. Explanations for this are not easily found ofcourse,
but some suggestions are:
I Different groups of'hoaxers' live and operate in those
particular areas, making formations every year, but are not as

clever or imaginative and do not stray very far in search of a field
to carry out their handiwork where a reasonable standard ofwork
is carried out. This explanation seems logical, but it suggests

that individuals or groups of hoaxers are far more numerous than
one would reasonably expect. They would also have to conform
to the characteristics of all hoa.xers, i.e. Never getting caught in
the act, never leaviag circles unfinished, or in a messy state,

never seeking publicity and never giving up from one year to
another.
2 There are olily a small number ofhoaxers, but they do a
great deal of travelling around and decide for some strange

reason to make circles with characteristics individual to the area

they are visiting. Frankly" this explanation seems silly, and it
would mean that discipline and order, within the bounds of an

evolving style, wotrld have to be maintained over a number of
years. This seems at odds with human nature, to me at any rate.

3 The circles are. of non-human origin and for reasons

unknown, the energies involved determine certain geographical

features and characteristics acting in a parochial, almost bespoke,

fashion.
So; Earth energies? Aquifers? Water? Geology? Topography?
Location? Mcrowaves? Etc., etc. Whatever it is it is intriguing.
I am attempting a list of the above and we will see how it turns
out arormd the country with other locations and if such features in
groups within small areas are historically connected too. A11 we
need is a fair numerical sample from the late 1980s onwards.

Best Wishes
Ray Cox

Well, Ray, you've certairly set yourself a Herculean task and one that will
never end, as formations evolve from year to year or area to area. but I do
thinkyou may hove a valid scercise that fiay pay dividends. It is certainly
true that some years could be named for their fotmation types that seemed

to burst forth. Perhaps we could call them the "Dumbbell" year, the
"Key" year, the "TadpoLe" year, the "Insectogram" year, the "llhale "

year and so on. Ho.*ever, (istl't there always a 'however'?) what about
the Mandelbrot? Or the Barbury Castle Mandala? I lotow that the latter
has had its copyists, but so far wilhout notable success. I hope it will not
be too long before we enjoy the fruits ofyour labours. . It may well be that
your research may uncover a patteril, or even a local patois that might
offer a clue to one aspect ofthe phenomenon.
GB-

Dear sir
When my letter was printed in Issue 29 of The Circular, rrirre

words were left out. Consequently that sentence did not make

sense. Reading from the top of column two, page 7, my letter
actually read;
"....been remarkably few in comparison with the very large

number of crop formations which have been made. A11 this
suggests that whoever/whatever is making the circles is
invisible There sre monv who believe thd circles positions are

relative to....."
The words underlined were omitted.

In your comments you say I felI into my own trap. In fact my
letter was an attempt to give a possible reason why the circle
makers could not be seen, ie. Because they were ilvisible, as

were radio waves, TV waves....
By "invisible", I meant "could not be seen by the naked eye".

Your comment that ET may be able to see them was irrelevant to
my hypothesis.

Thank you, however for commenting. It is only by discussion aad

argument about this mystery that we will solve it eventually.

Carry on with the good work.
Yours sincerely
Eric P Jenner
Kent

Ooops! Sorry Eric for the omission, a skp of the eye in typing
ap yout nanuscripl I hope this wiU go some way towords

correcting thd. My rcle as edilor means that I often hate to
play defil's adeocate to contribulors in order to focns peoplcs

mbds upon the ptemise of a porticulu argumenl, or simply to
suggest that they question the malerials contert or conlenl
without simply swallowing it wholc withor.tt questiott My
contention is thor ET nay be so dilfercfi from out
preconceived notions arul iileas tha he may abeady be

living/*isting ornongst us withonl our ouaruness/acceptance

of thd fact, simply becaase we anlhropomorphise hht/it anil
his/its uperiences of our orrthropocenlic worl-d and we connot
conceive of an olien life-form that does not fil our paraneters
of uistence. However I do accept thd this did not negale your
hypothesb, I merely tried to clailfy a potential misconception,
ot misinterpretotion, on the rcsder's port, who might, like me,

have got hung ap on the semarrlics ruther than the concepts.

As in all gootl debote, I atn quite happy to withfuow my
motion! Plcase keep up your good work too.

GB.

Ernail numbers

Several members have asked us to provide a list of Email
colltacts for members of CCCS Council and so on. Local contacts

too where appropriate. More in the next issue.

I append a few herewith and no doubt any omissions wili be

updated in later issues.

Membership Secretary ( Dr Andrerv King )
andrew. king@dhuru. demon. co. uk

Secretary to CCCS ( Joyce Galley )
je@galley. netkonect. co. uk

Bulletin Editor ( Jeremy Kay )
jeremy@rcp.co.uk

Scientific Consultant to CCCS (Jim Lyons)
jw12@york.ac.uk



I)ear Seoige
Ihanli Vou for printing l\4art'Am Koch's piroto olthe Jul1, 1997 -
Salern, Oregon. LISA - "Iloubie{orseshoe" fonnation in the
Sumnter i997 issue of '['ire Circular (#29). She found the
{bnnatiorr and originally reported it to the rreu,spapers.
I submitted the entire detarled report orr the investigation of this
l-onnation r,i'ith thc photo, but no details ri'ere prinied. The photo
appeared in a black bo.l r.vhich discussed back issues cI' The
Circular and 1 ',,,,as listed as being liorn Caiifornia. no{ Oregon.
Perhaps ihis caLrsed the ieaclers sonie conlirsion. I-n an eiTofi ir.r

clear this np^ here are the surrunarrscd par"trcuiars oi lhe
investigation.
Contrar,i. to mzrrr,! icpoi'ts. this r,tas Oregon's ilnll replriled crop
circle I'ormatron o|19t)7. It r,"as rn a sioping Wireat ileld situth-
easi of Salem" r,isible iionr the surroiutdins rc,ads and iiirectl_v in
iioll cif a house. The dimensiolls $,ere approrirnatell, trOOft x
l00t't" an.i tlie stariding crop lbrmed tire double horseshoe design.'Ihe outer ririg rr'as laid anti-ciockrrrse, the inner one was
clockwise and thc centre disc uas anti-clocku.ise. 'Ihere rvere
crop reversal pi,ttcrns. sprays of crop over do*ned areas. "nested
Crop" eflbots and single staiks standrng 1n amorlgst dou.ned
areas. 

.llere 
uere biown nodes and these are, to me, one of the

most obvious clues to assigting the lbrmation a geruinc status.
lhis was a well-ftrmred pattern, with impressive and intricate lay
systems, It u,as rclatrvcly lresh, though damp, rlhen investigated
for CCCS. Pemiissinn v,,as obtained directly' lrorn tlie fanner and
sampies w.ere taken of control and tbnnation crop by Keith
Ardinger and nr-yself, *,hich uere sent, when dry, to Dr
Levengood of Pinelandia Laboratories in Michigan. We au,ait his
report in the nerir future.
An interesting note about &is formaiion \tas rny o\\n c\penence.
I was studying ancient Indran meeting places and rock-afi sites,
looking fur horseshoe and half-moon shapes, in south-eastem
Oregon for a week and returned to find Jim DeardolT's message
on my phone lbout this tbm.ralion. [Ie and Mary Arui Koch
reported to ine that the shapes rvere rectangles, and that is rvhat I
expected to find. W'hen I wellt iltto the ibmration and discovered
that thev uere horseshoes, I u,as fascinated as lhis uas the ven
shape I had been rvorking with on my trip.
Ihe Circuiar is a fine publication with great photos. diagrams
and anicles bv pcople liom vanous i)erspeurives. Perhaps this
letter rl.il help lill in any omissions from the ilnited States arena.

Caroi Pedersen
CCCS iocal Cottact lor Oregon

Thsnkt Cural for yaar kind contn ents ard yoar corrections
we noted I had nbeady hail to edit out a! another article, a
reference to Solem snd the lYitch Triak, so relocaling you to
Ctlifornia wds d mere slip o! a spell, bat I am getting better dt
it (trIonest!) so if you find ytturself walking along Fisherman's
Wlhurf one day. vell, you knoh' who to blame! Syncbonicity
pethops, bul ane of my relolites x,as hu.ng in Salem during the
Witch 7"ria1. so keep a bag packed!
I had a spau to lill and Llary Ann's photo Jilled the big so to
speok Despite our krger siie these days, we still have fat too
much to get it trll irt to one issue, so I hsye to hack mercilessly
ol some artick,r wd information, in order to present us much
malerial fram as broail a spectrum as possible. llluch more
from the States woald be yery mach appreciated horrelet.

I notice thot yoar ow ne*sletter, s copy of tthich you very
kindly sent me, lists formations from llichigan, California"
Illinois, Oregon and two from Utuh. I'ou ,rrention another two
in Soskalchewun, Canadu It is hoped thal these are recorded
vilhin our data-hose and "Bwtdle" which Bany Reynohls is
patting logaher. If noboily posses them in, we can,t even get
them in erroneously, let alone cotreclly. Now thal we hane an
Emoil connection, hopefuby dily rcports that can be sent in ia
that medium in "llliarornfl Wnult' rill ho elnt4ol in nioro*ronl

Dear George

Just to congratulate you and your editorial team on the excellent
issue 29,just received. The best designed and most interestingly
informative circular to date, in my experience!
I'm also glad to see 'Convenors' now quoted as 'Co-ordiaators'
on the back page listings. I wonder if, as things settle down,
futtre back page lists couid give Councillor's titles and officers'
responsibilities within CCCS. At present one can find some of
the scattered about, but it would be helpful to be able to refer to
one finite printed group.
Any news yet of co-ordinators being appointed for Bucks., Beds
and Miridlesex? Until that happens, I'll unofficially continue to
report on those counties adjacent to me here in Herts - although
regrettably no members informed me in time, of the two
formations in Beds, or the one in Bucks that I find included in
Barry Repolds' list on Pg 48. Thus, I was unable to report on
them formally.
Whatever - keep up the good work, as circles seem to appear
each year in ever more fascinating complexity. Perhaps one day
before this Millennium ends, we will even learn who or what is
responsible for these now remarkable art forms, apart from those
known to be hoaxed.
All best wishes
sincerely
Mike J W Rogers
Herts. Co-ordinator for CCCS

Many that l$ for the good wishes Mike, but I am afraid we will
have to osk you to soldier on a littlc longer until some willing
voliltrteq olfers to help you out It is a poin thA lncal
conlads and co-ordindorc do need to be informed os soon os
possibl.e oboul formatiotrs in theb area of concem This teiL
enobk the proper reporting of the formdion to lhe archive, os

weU as rucording the evefifm The Circuht of caurse.
I will try to take on boatd your point about,the ollicers of
CCCS, brrt therc is their nslwal rcticence to ow up to
snythinC to be taken fifio cotrsiderdion, os well as the new
constilnlional considetdiots to be taken inlo accounl ss we
wrcstle with the pructicalities and impracticalities of out new
rules ond roles.
If we make the slightest attempt to chonge the rules, we wauld
soon be in trouble and so we have to peruse the Cowtfurtion d
abnost every juncture. However we ore progressing and I
think all of your wishes should be fahly eosy to grunt - &cept
the easing of yow aw workload, I hasten to add! Thof wiU
need divine interven ion I thinh or at the very lcast a gted
deal of propagonda on your port in the lncality you wish to
esta.blish, or relinquish lo, on aulonomous co-ordinalor for
these coanties..
GB.

The following is a lctter setrt tu Anbew King along with a
teturued questionnaire I thought it might well be oddtessing
one of the conundNums thd besas ils evety issue. Do tee cdet
for a purely scientiJic inlercst in crup circlcs, or da we digress
irrto the ('other woild" of parupsychologt too? l;lle ore a
"Reseotch" based organisaliotts, our aims arc to farther
research of members and otlier into the phenomenon of the
circks. Howeve4 we ote olso a eommerciol entity in that
unlcss we have members there will be no rcseorch, therefore
we ote , to a cefiain *tent, driven by our membets wishes, so
please ftA in those questionnairus so thot we csn see what you
wont

Dear Mr King
Please find enclosed the completed questionnaire as requested.
Sorry for the delay, but I have been debaturg with myself whether .

or not I should send you all these suggestions and ideas and
whether or not there is any chance of them being accepted as I
have sent similar suggestions to the CCCS during the past 5-6



I would like to see the CCCS generally take more interest in the

"channelling" side ofthe subject, as we seem to have spent all of
our time on measuring and photographing fonnations since 1990

to the exclusion of all else - it gets too repetitive. Only the Sussex

Branch seems interested in channelling. I would like to see the
convenors ofeach branch with a copy of small, 63 page booklet

'Joeb - servant of Gaia" which contains channellings by Paul
Bura, begun in t}re surnmer of 1992. This booklet is published by
symbol creations, 14 }3ishops Drive, Lewes, E Sussex BN7 1IIA
at the modest price of f,4.50, and was ltrst published in 1995. If
this was done, its contents could be discussed and debated ,say
for one hour, at all fulure branch meetings where there was not a
visiting speaker. This would widen the whole subject out and
make it more interesting to all our members. I believe that the
whole UFO phenornena has moved forward in the following 3

stages:

1947-1990 UFO sightings and encounters world wide
1990-1887 The whole CROP FORMATION scenario,
photographiag, measuring, dowsing etc. 1998 onwards There is
the urgent need to study channelling, most seriously, from
whatever source this channelling may come, otherwise, as a
movemen! we are just marking time and making no progress

whatsoever. I would like to see our leadership and membership
study the books, videos and cassettes of the following two
movements, as I have done over the past 17 years, and then to
draw their own conclusions.
Aetherius Society (formed in 1955) (757 Fulham Road, London
SW6 5rrU);
Share International (formed 1974) PO Box 3677, London NW5
IRV).

I would still not know of the existence of CCCS, but for an article
in the Sept. 1990 issue of the latter monthly magazine that was

discussing the fust big formation, with photos, in Alton Barnes,
East Field (so much for the publicity power of our movernent). I
joined CCCS in October 1991, when the W. Midlands branch
was formed. I believe, most strongly, that its vital message to
mankind, plus all else I have mentioned, is
what the Circle Makers want us to know about and act upon. By
way of support for my general comments in this letter, I would
like to draw your attention to an article by Mary Barrett'Time to
face the truth" which appeared in the Cereologist. It was the most
interesting I had read in either the Circular or the Cereologist in
six years. The depth and breadth of the article was quite anaztng
and gave the whole subject of crop formations study a sparkling
new and uridened i-tterest, bringing a dynamic addition of human
interest to the subject. Just consider her sub-titles ofthe article:
I Who are we?
2 where do we come from?
3 Who are our creators?
4 What is our creators'purpose?
5 What is the connection between crop circles and UFOs?
6 Time is running out. She has learned the answers to these

questions during eight years of study.

The teachings and studies of both "The Aetherius Society" and

"Share International" cover all the questions that many have

raised, and Mary Barrett's answers to them are exactly like theirs.

Let us change the
main focus of CCC:S studies to those of Mary and plus MUCH
BETTER PITBLICIIY, we can become a DYNAMIC movement

for change and bettcrment.
Best wishes
RG Medhurst

Thonk you RG for your thoaghts and I do appreciate that they

may seem tofall upon deafears, but as you will have noted in my

pre-scipt, we try to cater for all of our members interests,

without upsetting the applecart. This probably means that for
most of you, we tunt out a bland issue that fails to face up to the

extreme noints dt either end of the nhvsical snectrum. However.

members want change, then hopefully we will be able to detect

this from the returned questionnaires and incorporate more of
the mateial yoil want. I think you will find that the Midlands
branches are almost as active in the channelling side of the

phenomenon as the Sussex Branch, although they may not have

published anything as exotic as the booklet you mention. I leave

it to the readership to indicate theirfeelings in this matter
GB
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MILLENIUM GALACTIC ALIGNMENT
by Nick Kollerslrom PhD. F.R.A.S.

The.v intersect at the solstices, and this becomes exact in Mav of
1998. Because this motron is ven slow, the exact month mal

nol be inrportant. I have heard it suggested that the Mayan end-

date of 2012 alluded to a perception of this alignment. The

Winter solstice just gone of 21't December had the Sun reach the

Galactic Equator about ten minutes before the solstice. That was

the last time the solstices wrli be on 'this' side of the G E lbr

tliirteen thousancl years, as by next year it will have crossed over'

It does seem a shame that this grand event is being passed over

runot i ce d b-v- huniauiry*.

Tire diagran depicts the alignment. It shows the summertime

consteliations, lvith the Galactic Centre (at 27' Sagittarius - NB,

that's the sign not the consteliation) on the G.E. u'ondrously, the

Galaotrc Centre, rvhich is totaliy invisible to us' appears in a

highly signihcallt or portent zote ol the ancient constellatiott -

maps: tretween the sting of the Scorpron, the tip of the arrolv of
the archer, and just belorv the foot of the Serpent-bearer! 'fo

quoie a US star-expert Diana Rosenberg: "The arrow's tip and

t-he Scorpions sting are on1-v five degrees apart, bet*'een thern is

here is sontething unusual about the times we are living
in, from an astronomical viewpoint. We are coming into
an alignrncnt with the Galaxy, in a manner that only

irappens once rn thirteen thousand years I'iris coulii r'vell be

relevant to certain phenomeua irappenilrg ilou'. such as the crop

circle formatious. I'd like to expiain tliis aligrunent iu three

stages-

'fire hrst stage. is to picture the ecirptic. 'fhis is the plane in
rvhich Earth ortrits around the suti, and is urore or less the plaue

in ithich the r{role solar s,vsteill also tevolves We see the

ecliptic as an imaginary line, in tire night sky. Anv planets

visible wiil bc on this line. 'fhus one cafl see the star-

consteilations tluough vr'hicir the ecliptrc passes. 'I'he ecliptic is

the irnaginary hne going through the mitldle olthe zodiac

Nert, 1et us vtsuaiise the solstices olthe lrartir in ielation to the

ecliptic. The sitntmer and rviuler soistices are irositioued at zero

degrees of the signs Caucer and Capricom. Astrollomers don't

refer to these zodiac signs, scr thel'*'ould sal' that the soistices

are at 90' and 270" of
celestiai longitrrdc, fhe
longest and shortcst davs

happet as thc Sun

reaches these positions.
If rve ptcture th': Iiarth as

tilted in space, ()11 ii.s axis
of rotatioll, thcu ihe
direction of its tilt points
alotg the lrnc of' the

solstices.

The direction of the
earth's tilt slor;i'ly alters,
moving along tile ecliptic
by one degrec per 72
years - a one degree per
"human lifetime'. Is
there arrything special
about where it is pointing
at this momeut?

The galaxy intcrsccts the

-.' 

hw" about a dawning
Scorpton Age of Aquarius.

Serpent Bearer the Galactic Centre."
\\hy is this relevant?

The Galactic Centre
has to be on the G.E..

clearly, but it could

have been anyryhere on

it. It happens however
to be within the zodiac,
a mere few degrees

irom the Eciiptic. I
believe that thrs helPs

to reinforce o1r

understanding of the

signilicance of the
event, the Atrignment
we are norl' going

through. One has to
meditate on these

things, they take a

while to sink in.

We have ali heard the

zodiac. A lot of people
in cities never get to see Archer
the Milky Wa,v. atid stiil more people rtever get lo zer*
see any of the constellations of the zodiac lil Capricorn ho*rcver this will not arrive until the Vernal Point

(90' round from the solstices) moves out of Pisces

appreciate what follows, one should make an effort to detect, say,

- the zodiac figures of Taurus the Bull and Gemini the Twins on

1 each side oithe Milky Way, in the winter night sky. Lr the

. summertime evening ska one can see Sagittarius and the

t Scorpion arotind the Milky Way, but these are much harder to see
' (as the zodiac is then iower in the sky). I tnention them because

this is the impoltant region in flre sky where the 'Gaiactic

Centre' lies

The Milky Way iies on a plane, cailed the Equator of the Galaxy,

and the entire r.vheel of the galaxy rotates in that plane. It is a
hundred thousand light-years across. Whew!

Astronomers drar that plane as a line through the rniddle of the

Milky Way, which appears as a Great Circle in that it goes all the

way rorurd us. So, this is the second plane we have defined

which appears to us as a line, or rather a wheel, going all rorurd

the sky. These trvo lines intersect at a steep angle, about sixty

and into Aquarius, and by any standards this will not happen for

several centuries, We are nowhere near such a transition-point. I
would like to suggest that this Milky Way alignment is a lot more

real and dehnite than pipe-dreams about an Age of Aquarius

dawning.

A grand cross now forms on the ecliptic, for the only time in
recorded history, between zero Aries/Libra, where the plane of
the equator of the Earth cuts the ecliptic plane, and then ninety

degrees rourd, zero Cancer/Capricorn where the equator of the

Galaxy intersects. For years one was not quite sure when the

great event was due, but recently published computation by

eminent astronomer Jan Meeus has located this event to within a

monlh. Mathematical Astronomicol Morsels, Jan Meeus,

Willman-Bell US 1997
(Ophiuchtu is the Setpent Beaw sometimes referred to as

Serpentarius ond is the so-calkd 'Thirteenlh' sign of the

Zodiae which was 'discovered' durtng a rc-mapping of slE

'/'
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Crop Circles in Denmark in lggl by DKCG.
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CROP CIRCLES IN DENMARK IN 1997

The following Crop Circles were measured and detailed by DKCG
As at 20th August 1997

No. Created Found Location Formation

25tn 15th
1 June? June

1gth
2 1st July July

18th
3 July

20th 21st
4 July July

23rd 24th
5 July July

23rd gth

6 July? Aug

3rd 4th
7 August Aug

One 21.2m clockwise circle in Barley

Three concentrie clockwise ringed
OnZealand 2km North of formation in Barley.6.3m,15.3m and

19-Jul Skaelskor 28.8m and each 1.6m wide
One 16m clockwise circle in Wheat
with six radiating spokes 0.95m
wide and 5.3 to 7.2m lono.
One 14m circle in Wheatinner
clockwise with "Heavy" energy,
outer anticlockwise with q "light and
fine" energy
One 16m circle with 26.7m ring,
2.7m wide running round it. across
one edge was a 9m wide path

One 18.5m circle with a 26.6m
x0.5m ring. The "shaft" was 22.5m
long and 1.6m wide. The whole like
a magnifying glass. On the right
side of the shaft there was a little
circle and on the left a short line. All
clockwise in Rye.

ln Jutland, 14km west of
Randers, between Alum
and Vester Velling

On Zealand 1Okm

Southeast of Kalundborg,
East Bjerge

On Lolland 0.8km North
od Holeby "The Sun"

On Lolland, 1km North of
Holeby

On Lolland 0.7km North
of no.5 nr Holeby

ln Jutland, 14km west of
Randers, between Alum
and Vester Velling,
situated 1500m north of
no. 1 "The Magnifying
Glass"

Two 27.1m and 31.4m rings, 0.3m
wide, overlapping connected to
another ringed circle with standing
centre 25.5m away. All clockwise in
Wheat

DKCG
Dansk Korn-Cirkel Gruppe
Sogade 18, 4180 Sors
DK-Denmark
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Proposed Work Programme

|;:.!m';:::,';,1"i.:1;:".:i,:",,T,','iffjrriJ.ll[1,,,f}- ]:ylx:",**arch 
*,ork to date has concentrared .n uree

l/ electromagneti' lields on biological systems. Although, the - the establisfunent of a databasc .f the eft-ects o1. cropfact that the cellular structure of living matter is an intricate circle energies on humans. l'his 6ata has been acquired fro,relectrochemical stnrcture, it has long been assumecl that, unless questioruraires.the radiation were ol an ionisi*g irature such as occurs as a - tlie recordi,g oI' evenrs relateri to effects on equipment,resuit of natural or ntan made disasters such as chernobyl, then panicularlv eleitricai power sLrpplies uhere electrochemrcallittle or no interactior could occur. processes are i.volved.

7" Qussio wirh borrles

Background

An Investigation into the Effects of Subtle
Energies on Living Matter uncl at the very least,
its efficts upon the activities of one very busy
researcher! Perhaps it is more The Diary of A
Leading Crop Circie Investigator..........but it does
pose some interesting questions.

o.fq geometry and buildings designed to the same
underlying geometrical principles. This ioncept is based on
the idea that the earth has a grid network of wirat are termed
erergy lines linking these circular sites which concentrate
these energy effects.

Subtle Enerry Fields

Subtle energy fields. These are effectively earth energy points,
similar to the sturucture of that has evolved in livinf"systems
and identified in lormer times as acupuncture pointi on the.numT body linked by meridian lines along which subtle
energies are hypothesised to flow. Work-in mainstream
science is now beginning to relate these ideas to the concepts of
forms of magnetic field lines which are known to permeate all
matterthroughout the Universe, undernormal circumstances.
A modern manifestation of these subtle energy fields at earttr
acup.uncture points is the phenomenon of crop circles. Current
studies of- the geophysics involved demonstrate a remarkably
universal basic dynarnics together with its related geometrical
structure. The energy field is knoxr to be vortical in.t11.t*" showing strongly charged fields which interact both
wllh the crops in which they form as well as humans and
animals that visit them. The investigation concentrates on the
new biological effects that are being observed as a result of
fftis eTerging phenomenon with thelverall aim of delineating
the ellects observed, relating them to knor,vn medical effects
where possible and proposing more detailed furthei investigative
technioues

The _work of Becker, Smith, Coghill (refs. 1,2,3) and others
has done much to dispel this limiied view ol the situation. It
is now known that signihcant interactions between EM fields do
occur. Some are highly detrimental, yet others can be of a
beneficial nature. Much work remains to be done. However,in addition to these directly measurable effects, there is the

currently measurcd bv I

existing instrumentation Th"ffi
related in humans to thought processes and in former times
were strongly linked with the idea of so_called earth energies
and sacred place. The culmination of this concept origrnaiing
with the stone circles of Neolithic sites is the evolution of

the electrociremrcal effects tnduceci
as battcrres. Sereral tecfutrques are

To Russia With Botrles.

.tsottles were buned rn the beautitui Winterboume Bassetr
formation that appeared on 1 June rn barley. kritially the farmer
was ver), reluctant to let anl.one into the field as th" c.op ,ra,
only partialh.ilartened as though it had been ligldly,kissed ty the'iorce'. He uas thereibre piaruung to harvest the whoje fieltl
whenripe but *ould be prevented from so rloing if the crop were
trampled dou, b' r'isitors. ]lence his understandable rehictance
cornbined *rth the vieu. that all crcp lormalions were made
either by layrnen or the rnilitari.
I lrent to I'isit hrm ald his rrrfe 5 dals ailer rt had appearetl. "lhey
welcomed us iuto their de1igltfu1 fannhouse. I explrrned thar i
was researching the medical aspect of the crop circie
phenomenon. "How can medicine have ary.thing to do with crop
circles?" A good questron and one that is olten isked. We had a
long discussion but stiii things were not going too well wrtil I
showed him an aenal photograph I had taten o1 his fonnation 2
days previousiy "Which formation is that then?', he asked.
"Your formation" I replied.
"That is not the mess in the field just down the road from here!,,,
he replied. "Yes indeed it is " I assured him. ,,How do vou

F:*?'! "I took the photograph just 2 days ago" I replied. A
look. of u,onder and surprise came over his fa-ce; he appeared
totally taken aback at the complexity, and precision of the ivent in
the photograph and a broad smile crept over his face extending
lrom ear to ear, His u.ife was equaily delighted and suddenly w.I
had lost our sceptics and gained trvo open-minded and splendid
investigators. (I{e itas had the photograph framed and carries it
with him everlnr4rere. )

- on the homeopathrc eil-ects o. rvater buriecl i' bottles *,ithin
lonnatrons tbr signihcant time periods.

M1' proposed research programme u,ill extenri these activities
to further develop tecluriques for:
1. Analy'srng heaith effects in rnore detarl with the aun of
Irrhing the observations to knowu niedical conditions. e.g. thequestion also ol more

subtle effects arising from
supposed fields related to
the (understood) EM field
which nevertheless cause
identifiable effects on
living matter. It has long
been known that humans
can sense ambient energies
which, although c<insciously
detectable, cannot be

dramatic change in hormone
state of certain fernales and
the inducement of ketones
allbcting taste.
2. 'lhe further
quantii-rcation of water
samples for homeopathic
changes using established
methods, together with
vibration patterns stored in
the sarnpies.
3. Quantifiing if possrble
in items of equipnrent such
ctirrently being investrgated.



trousers and wellington boots, the crop was still water-laden. The
lay of the crop was exact but the stalks were rising fast towards
the light. Bottles were buried inside the formation and control
samples outside.
Exactly one week later I returned to Winterbourne Basset with
two friends to collect the bottles. Would we find them? Before
getting to the ficld we lunched at Stones, the excellent vegetarian
restaurant in Avehury ..There we met Dr Roger Taylor, his wife
Linea and Russizur physicist Dr Konstantin Korotkov of the
Centre of Energy and Information Technology at St Petersburg
Technical Univcrsity, who specialises in Kirlian photography . Dr
Korotkov has perlbcted a method that can successfully elimiqate
the variables that have for long beset and been the dou,nfall of
Kirlian photography. He can quantify his results. This is a major
breakthrough and will hopefully put this much maligned area of
research onto an accepted scientiirc footing. His laboratory also
tests products for Estee Lauder (beauty products). Estee Lauder
use other methods of testing but have found that whereas their
products may successfully pass most tests, this method of Kirlian

loyalty between Hampshire and Wiltshire, one .year visiting
Hampshire more abrmdantly, the following year giving their
attention to Wiltshire..Over the years this trend had become quite
apparent. However this seeming preference for these two
counties does not exclude other areas of Britain; indeed Sussex,
Surrey, Essex, Somerset, Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorset, Suffolk,
Norfolk, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Leicestershire,
Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Northamptonshire, Sta{Iordshire,
Shropshire, Herefordshire, Yorkshire and Lancashire. Indeed I
have missed out several counties but looking at that list, it
becomes clear that this phenomenon is widespread not just in
Britain but in fact extends world-wide. We have had reports of
formations in the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia,
Japan, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Bulgaria, France, Gennany,
Holland, Spain, Finland, Norway, South Africa , Scotland and
keland. There are rumours of over two thousand in krdia, but
until I have accurate written and photographic evidence, I am
treating these assertions with caution. India is so widely
populated and visited, surely some critical evidence should be

available to support these claims?
One of the most beautiful
formations in Hampshire appeared
near Bishops Waltham; it was
clearly imprinted into the 300 acre
held, nurring precisely along one
tramline. Few people visited it so

photography will reveal
problems not detected by
other procedures.

Dr Korotkov expressed
considerable interest in
testing my bottles of water
no1 only using lds Kirlian

His laboratory also tests products for Estee
Lauder.........
.....Kirlian photography will reveal problems
not detected by other edures.

method but also submitting the water to other teclniques, testing
for anomalies. I ie asked rf I couid send hirn sarnples . "But if you
come with me, y()u mav have the samples inrmediately,, I said.
Not a minute to be lost after this wonderful offer, rve drove to
the fieid and fotuid all the bottles with ease. these were then
carefully wrapped in tinfoil to eiiminate any other contamination
and were placed in an egg box to avoid succussion. A further
control bottie thal has not been into the field was also included.
The vvriting on the bottles makes no sense to anyone except me
and gives no indrcation of the whereabouts of their locations.
The test will be completely blind. They are now winging their
uay to St Petersburg ancl I arn told that I mav have the results in
about 3 weeks Ver! many thauks to Dr Konstantin Korotkov.
How I wish finance were available for our rvork here as it is in
Russia where the authorities invest considerable funds to further
investigation into the area of 'subtle' energies.

North American Traditions

On 9th Jure, just one month earlier than last year, a
'Snor,filake' fonnation appeared opposite Stonehenge in the satne
field as the Julia set of 1996 It was a beautiful and delicate
event, consisting of 194 circles and rneasuring c 500 feet in
diameter. It caught the attention of a North Arnerican Indian Ro<i
Bearcloud, who reported that according to tradition this is a
sacred tlree dirnensional slmbol, dating back through the mists
of time and greatly revered. It represents the Sun Dance
Ceremony Sacred Tree of Life ard relates to an ancient ritual
lasting 9 days in which a 40-50 foot tree is cut down and a
ceiebration conducted in thanksgiving for the gifts the tree gives
to man and the planet. To the rnedical lratemity it represented a
cross-section of our bronchi.
This was one o1'the rnost dilllcult fonnations to photograph The
t'eather that had been so marvellous in May turned to rain with
a vengeance. I_n order to take really good photographs, sun is
essential, giving the flattened crop a u,ondrous sheeu resembling
glistening .nvater or silk. As we fly around the formation, there is
probabil.;ust one spot in the whoie 360 degrees sweep where it is
possible to get a good photograpfu l0 seconds before, the
photograph rvill not work, nor 10 seconds later. Hence it is a
matter ol taking cndless pictures which may result in .just one
stecral' one. or ifvou get lucky, several. I take photographs in

:rder to tn and fund my research.
..::er the Stonehenge 'Snouflake' suddenly Hampshire came to

it retained its pristine shape tlroughout. To me it resembles
Gaia, the Earth Mother. This seems particularly apt when
thinking about James Lovelock's theory of the Earth being a
living, breathing organism in which everything is interdependent
and interrelated. That this phenomenon lies gracefully in our
helds draws our attention and sllarply focuses our thoughts on the
planet on which we live and how we are in danger of destroying
it and ourselves. On a less profound level this formation has been
likened to a Jelly Baby or Space Hopperl

Watch That Bird.

A formation appeared in barley at Longstock near Stockbridge; it
was a small delicate event of no particular significance apart
from the fact that the RSPB had staked out a watch to observe a
rare bird which was nesting close by. On the night it formed,
nothing had appeared in the field as darkness fell, but to their
amazement the following morning at first light it was sighted
lying snugly in the crop. Despite their vigilance, they heard and
saw nothing. Again few people visited this formation as the field
was quite naturally protected by the farmer and nrled out of
bounds!

The Pastry-cutter

Whilst I was flying over the fields on one of the few sruury days
at the end of June, a wondrous formation was spotted at East
Meon. It was magniflcently etched into the steeply sloping
hillside, standing out in sharp relief against the dark green of the
yourg winter wheat like a giant pastry-cutter. The pilot flew
round several times but I was still missing the angle at which to
get the best shot. "Please fly along this line", I begged him. ,That

would be fine, except that we would fly straight into the groundt'
he replied! I had to settle for second best thereby living to tell
this tale! The following rnorning I woke with a sense of
anticipation. Where exactly was the Pastry-cutter? By 7a.m. I
was on the road armed with my Ordinance Survey map, heading
in the direction of East Meon. The roads are narrow and
overhung by ancient terraced hills, where our ancestors grew
vines and eked out a meagre living in olden days. This is aL area
that is pulsating with the memories and rhythms of bygone eras.
Had I walked into another world? I reached the top of a hill and
gazed at the panorama of patchwork fields and copses in the
steeply undulating landscape and drew in sharp breaths of heady,



of me in all its ma.;csty, so deeply carved rnto the heid. surely all
who passed by would not fail to see it? But sometimes these
shapes render thenrselves invisible like the fairy folk; indeed
many people despite rnaking a special trip to see it, never found
it.
It took me all day to trace the farmer who was naturally reluctant
to grant me entry. Ii was the first time he had been visited by the
force and was trying to get used to the idea and all its possible
implications. How rvas the best way to tackle the hoards of eager
visitors? He was kiud. courteous and flrm, only allowing in those
he deemed to be genuine researchers. So that we didn,t draw
attention, it was late that evening that I entered. with paul
Yigay, a computer and electronics expert, Cl.nthia prior. and
Rachel McCann. ()n reaching the edge of the circle we stopped
to examine the fallen crop. Was the tell-tale grey film still
present on the stallis, leaves and seed heads? (This is part of the
growing process and is easily removed by the slightest touch or
weight. Even running your flnger along the stalk will eradicate it.
Once removed it can never be replaced.) yes it was! This is a
moment of such indescribable excitement, only those who have
experienced this revelation will understand , for in that moment
we knew it was a genuine formation; i.e.: THAT NO WIGHT
HAD BEEN APPLIED. Clearly no mechanical or human
instruments had flaltened this crop.
I buried my bottles with Cynthia's help, paul measured the
dimensions of the formation and also took electronic readings,
whilst Rachel collected samples, neatly labelling thetn in
separate plastic bags. Our tasks completed, we basked in the late
evening sunshine and gazed in awe at the vast, sweeping
landscape that stretched endlessly around and beneath us.
Control bottles of waler were buried outside the formation as we
walked back exhilarated to our cars. A week later I returned to
collect the bottles.
A dear friend of over 80 suffering frorn severe osteoporosis, had
long beseeched me to take her into a formation to experience the
'energies'. It had to be one that,was new, one that close to where
she lived and one that was fairly near to the road so that she
would not have too far to walk. This formation seemed to fit the
bill! "Was 6am too early?" ',Not a bit, how about 5am?" she
replied. We settled on 6am. An American healer, Louise Olivi
came to help retrieve my bottles. It was an overcast, heavily
clouded but sultry morning as we made our way into the held
and walked towards the formation following the tramline, Diana
coming at her own pace using her walking stick. What was a
short walk for me, was quite another thiag for Diana. At this time
of day there is a certain indescribable magic about. The birds
and animals treat you as one of them, there is no fear for we are
all part of the same ecological system, all interdependent and
interactive,
The ground was wet, covered in a heavy overnight dew so sitting
down in the circle was out of the question. The bottles were all
found and retrieved over a period of an hour. Time speeds up in
genuine formations and one hour seems like 30 minutes. None of
us talked a lot, there seemed to be an overwhelming sense of awe
as though in a cathedral and silence seemed appropriate. The
quietness of mind and spirit one experiences is inemorable; there
is a sense of total security and in that silence and safety one
allows oneself to transcend to higher levels of consciousness. I
dropped Diana home by 8a.m. Two hours later she telephoned
in great excitement; she was totally free of pain; normally after
such strenuous exercise she would have been flat on her back in
bed, suffering immense pain. Over a month later she is still free
of pain and the whole of Petersfield is frrzzing with the story.

Her Horse Would Not Enter.

and visit this formation. She had neglected to get the farmer's
permission and as she was standing in the centre, the farmer,s
wife came flding down the tramline towards her with her
daughter. As she neared, she appeared to ride towards the
researcher in an aggressive manner, but the moment her horse
reached the edge of the circle, it stopped and despite several
cracks of the whip refused to budge, becoming quite agitated.
This clearly added to her aruroyance and. she shouted "I do not
believe in these ..,. circles!" "Maybe you don't but your horse
certainly does!" replied the researcher. Animals particularly
horses are hypersensitive to electromagnetic fields and can
detect these energies in a way no human can. I later visited the
farmer who after reading several of my research articles, kindly
allowed me to bury my bottles and later collect them.
On the afternoon I returned to retrieve the bottles, as we were
walkiag down the hamline, a fawn's head appeared a couple of
tramlines to the west. After surveying us with wide-eyed innocent
curiosity it ducked down again below the height of the crop.
Hinds leave their young in a safe place whilst they go off to
forage, refurning to collect them later in the day. This closeness
with nature is one of the enchanting aspects of visiting crop
formations especially late at night or very early in the morning
ryhea the birds and animals regard you as one of them. It is a
treasured bonus to witness these happenings whilst carrying out
research in lhe fields.

Alton Barnes Fun Week-end.

Last year for the hrst time, the Wiltshire group orgarused a Fun
Day at Alton Barnes, near Marlborough. It was a roaring success,
guaranteed by the presence of the magnificent Double Helix in
close-by East Field. As always Tim and Polly Carson allowed the
public to share the joy and wonder of this formation. There was
also another bizarre event on the other side of the road with
spectacular lay ofcrop that caused great excitement. Encouraged
by the success of tlis event they planned a Frur Week-end for the
12113 July. As the time approached concern was showing; no
formations had appeared in the famous East Field or the
environs. Prayers were winging their way to the Powers that Be
in the hope ofa speedy and special reply.
Nothing on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. However
their petition was answered early on Friday moming when Tim
Carson driving some cattle, spotted a huge formation measuring
some 500 feet in diameter in the field opposite East Field. It had
not been there the previous evening. A farmworker's daughter
had been on a ferry day trip to France the previous day; and her
mother drove past the field at 11p.m. along the WilcotlPewsey
road to meet the coach and collect her daughter. When she got to,
Pewsey the coach had not returned so she drove back past the
field at 11.30. At la.m she set out once more driving past the
field, yet again she reached Pewsey only to hnd that the coach
still had not arrived. Back she came along the same route and
waited till 3a.m. before she set out once more. Success this time,
the coach had arrived and she and her daughter retumed to Alton
Barnes driving past the field. Never once on her 6 journeys past
the field did she see any lights or hear any noise. At the
beginning ofJuly there is viitually no darkness ofwhich to speak
and it would have taken teams of people several hours to
construct such a splendid event. However due to the
mathematical complexity and precision of the formation, I simply
do not believe that even teams of experts could have achieved
such a geometrically awesome happening. An inscription of
'OKLAHOMA' was found earlier this year scrawled into a field
opposite Bournemouth airport. It took 16 men 6 hours to perform
this rudimentary incident.
I flew over the wondrous formation later that Friday evening and
marvelled at its size and mathematical enormity. Jim iyons
informs me that it is a perfect example of a Torus Knot 12,13.
This a mathematical symbol denoting our DNA. Is it a
coincidence that last year in the famous East Field we had the

Ten days later on Sunday 6 July a beautiful 'Daisy Chain. in
barley was discovered at Cheriton, near Cheesefoot Head,
Hampshire. The surrormding 29 circles around the flattened
centre each contained a tuft of standing crop; diagonally across



90 degrees not 180) and then this year we receive the DNA
presented in perfection but in a totally different form?
I entered the formation early on Saturday morning to bury my
bottles of water. As I reached the flattened crop I found myself
gazing in awe and wonderment at the sheer enormity and scale
of the event. The formation lay on the shoulder of a sloping field,
rendering only part of the formation visible at any one time from
the ground. How could people standing on the ground have
possibly laid out the interlocking circles so precisely which is
only evidenced by an aerial photograph? Finding the right place
to bury my bottles in a formation of this size and elaboration is a
daunting task. Again I experienced the pull to the right brain,
making any left-brained logical, methodical work hard to achieve.
Eventually with the help of a kind American and an equally kind
Norwegian who held the measuring tape for me, we succeeded.
Notes were made in the hope that the bottles would be retrieved.
As soon as I entered the formation I recognised its healing
qualities; here was a formation that could be recommended to all.
Tim and Polly Carson opened the freld to the general public
charging €1.50 a head. This is an admirable way to let everyone
enjoy the wonder of crop circles, ensuring that people enter the
circle without damaging the rest of the crop. Over the years the
Carsons have allowed people into their fields totally free of
charge to visit the many formations that have appeared on theii
land apart from 1990 when the first astounding 350 foot
pictogram appeared. By levying a small entrance charge, they
were able to contribute to the repair of their local church. from the
proceeds. They are a generous family conscious not only of the
needs of the crop circle community but of the needs of their
village and other charitable organisations. We need more farmers
like them. Our thanks go to them for making it possible for
everyone to take part in such an unusual and wonderful
experience.
On several occasion over the next three weeks, I sat at the edge
of the held chatting to people who had visited the formation.
trnvariably they told stories ofpeace, increased energy, and well
being. "Lay down, shoes o{f, spontaneous laughter." Another
report came to me from someone who has a condition that like
Parkinson's disease results in iontinuous and exhausting
shaking. She sat in the centre for 20 minutes and subsequently
did not shake lor 24 hours. The physicaf relief was enornous
during that period.

Disturbing Research Bottles

Two weeks later Isabel Maxwell-Cade and peter Staples
performed the iuurual E.E.G and E.S.R. tests in this formation.
the results will be written up later), giving me an opportunity to
collect my bottles. Thousands of people had visited the formation
since I had buried them on the hrst morning after it appeared.
The two standing tufts off centre of the centre circle were now
flattened and the lay was barely recognisable. I collected the
three bottles I had buried on the North, West and East perimeters
but the place where I had bwied the bottle near the centre
showed signs of having been disturbed and removed. Sadly
people do not al.ivays respect scientif,rc research and believing
that the bottles contain water that could have incurred healing
properties, remove them for their own use. My bottle research
has been rumbled! I would beseech people not to try and find
them and recover theq this is very valuable research taking us
into the medicile of the 2lst cenhry.

Bishops Cannings Pentacle

The first day oI'the Fun Week-end was a spectacular success and
thoroughly enjoyed by all. On the Sunday morning word arrived
ofanother formation that had appeared overnight. It was situated
at Bishops Carmings off the 4361. I leapt into a car rvith
Canadian researcher Chad Deetkur and Ame:ican surveyor
Colette Dowell and her son and togetller we set off to track it

below and walked up to join the throng of'croppies' already
gathered. (word spreads fast!). An initial inspection revealed a
linear effect within a circular frame. However within minutes I
began to feel uneasy. My gut reaction was that I did not like it.
Many people became increasingly unable to think or speak
coherently; I felt very uncomfortable and wanted to leave, but
being dependent on Chad and Colette, I had to stick it out until I
managed to winkle Chad away and we drove back to Alton
Barnes in near silence. On arrival several people came up to me
"You look dreadful" they all said. The good old English remedies
of "a strong cup of tea and a sit down" were recommended but Jo
no avail. Rescue remedy was produced and I had a gulp; nothing
happened so I had two more gulps. Still no effect. It felt as
though my aura had become dislodged and partially off to one
side, I felt ungrounded and totally drained of energy. At every
talk I give, I advise people to protect themselves as a safeguard
when entering a formation, but after experiencing the wonderful
energies of the Torus Knot, I had rushed into the Bishops
Cannings 'Pentacle' full of excitement, chakras blazingly open
and had paid the penalty of not following my own instructions!
Could the fact that the Pentacle was placed on a sacred burial
ground have contributed to my discomfort? Several other people
were also adversely affected. Luckily Louise Olivi, a powerful
healer from America, came to my rescue and after working on me
for 15 minutes restored me to better than normal. As she was
healing me I was initially conscious of my aura coming back
towards me and evenfually clicking into place, oflce that had
taken place I knew I was on the mend, my feet became grounded
once more and my energy (plus some extra) returned. I am
indebted to Louise.

Hearing restored.

A spectacular 'spoked' formation appeared at Cley Hill near
Warminster on 14 July beneath the towering ancient hill fort. Yet
again it said different things to different people; some called it
the 'Dream-catcher', others 'Bicycle Spokes' whilst others saw it
as cloth in the process of being woven into a design, At all events
it was a superb event. Many people reported feeling badly
disorientated whilst visiting it. However there has been one
benehcial result of a woman member of the Yorkshire group who
recovered from a partial hearingJoss problem. I hope it will be
permanent.

On The Night of the FuIl Moon.

At full moon on the night of 18 July a beautiful Maltese Cross
formation appeared in a field near Morested. The gamekeeper's
cottage overlooked the field but he heard nothing nor were his
dogs disturbed. I had flown over it and marvelled at its beautiful
and perfect accuracy and simplicity and on landing set offto try
and find it. with a friend. We stopped at a gap ia a field and
there round the corner of the hedge it stood, resting serenely in
the field of wheat. Being so hidden from sight few people had
visited it and the complicated lay was still almost intact. With
the owner's permission I took in several people the following
week. This was a golden opportunity and the party grew to
twelve, .including a woman of over 80, house guest Dr Mariamre
Kruil from Bonn, Germany, Canadian researchers Chad and
Gwen Deetkin, several people with physical complaints, plus
three healers including Louise Olivi. Amongst them was a
woman who was suffering increasiagly painful arthritis. She was
brought in by a healer from Horsham. She had reached the stage
where any physical exertion had become a tremendous and
distressing effort. She walked into the formation slowly, leaning
heavily on her stick and sat down at a place she felt appropriate.
(I recomrrtend that people intuitively find 'their' place but will
dowse for them if they cannot do this for themselves.)
Subsequent reports tell me that the improvement in her condition
is dramatic; she no longer needs her stick and hdd been able to



who had never beert into a formation previously. She was on the
sceptical side and on cntering immediately started to examine the
lay of the crop whcreas the others were more concerned to find
'their' spot. After checking that the others were all right, I joined
Penny and we carefully inspected the complex swirl. After a

moment she stood up abruptly saying she felt very sick. "Go
down the tramlines and out of the formation as fast as you can", I
advised her. But no, she said she was going to sit in the centre.
She only stayed thcre for a few minutes before moving out and

sitting in the lower part of the formation. This I knew to be the

most turbulent area and quickly asked Louise to go to her aid.
A{ter a few moments Perury was back to normal. The whole
episode was for her dramatic. Had she felt extra well she would
have put it down 1o natural factors such as the joy of
experiencing a crop circle, the wonderful weather, or the idyllic
surroundings; but to feel as ill as she did, unexpectedly and

iastantaneously was to her proof that something was happening
that could not be casually dismissed. The Powers that Be have a

wonderful way of pcrsuading people!

Final Masterpiece

My final report corncs from the Double Fractal that appeared

below the Milk Hill White Horse, near Alton Barnes on the night
of 8 August. This fonnation measuring over 500 feet in diarneter
is of a complexity that takes ones breath away. Is it the Iinal
masterpiece of the year? An earlier single fractal event had

formed behind Silbury Hill on 23 July. This indeed had been a

wonderful event and I had visited it to bury my bottles with a

charming and very vociferous Italian photographer. It was his
hrst expedition to a crop circle; how was he going to react?

Sudden silence! He was bereft of speech and seemed mesmerised
as he walked rounrl examining the fantastically intricate layering
of the crop. Evenhrally I approached him and asked he was he

thought of it. "Astounding, astounding , astounding!" was all I
could get out of him. The new one at Milk Hill is a double
fractal containing trvo separate elements in a way that could not
be imagined. It is a long walk from the road and I took in a

valiant 82 year old and a scientihcally minded man visiting a

formation for the first time. He had been increasingly and

stubbornly sceptical over the years despite his wife's fascination
with the subject. lle kindly helped me bury my bottles and

then I left him to his own devices. He also was overcome with
silence and was able to offer no satisfactory explanation.
I have had the great pleasure of taking in at least six newcomers
to the subject this season and to watch their sturned and joyous

reactions will be a treasured memory. It is one thing to discuss

the phenomenon, to read about it, to even attend lectures, but to
actually visit and experience a relatively new formation is

something of quite another order. I have also had the privilege of
visiting many formations this summer amongst which I rate fow
masterpieces, The l'orus Knot, The Silbury Fractal Star of David,
The Etchilhampton Grid and the Milk Hill Double Fractal. The
discoloration anomalies I found in the crop of Flower of Life in
oilseedrape below Barbury Castle, also is rated very highly. This
has been a remarkable season and even though it is the second

week of August as I write, maybe we are still to be presented

with still more wonders?
The Faery Folk

Yes indeed anothcr formation of note, a Platonic solid, the

tetrahedron, appeared below Hackpen Hill near Swindon on l8
August. its kiangular shape when viewed from a certain angle
gave the appearancc ofa pyramid. Hackpen Hill has long been

associated with the faery folk and legend has it that on certain
nights of the year, the top of the hill rises up. Wonderful music is

heard and those who venture in to join in the song, the wine and
the dance may never be seen again, or if they do reappear it is
said they are never the same again after their time with the
inhabitants of the hill.

continue to do so, my research is totally dependent of on your

help and co-operation. As always whatever you tell me is in total
confidence'unless you give permission otherwise. I am also
greatly indebted to the medical fraternity who analyse these

results.
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PHOTOGRAPTTS & NEW POSTqARpS
PHOTOGRAPHS from 1993. 6x4 prints €1.00, 6x8 €3.00

UK P&P [1.00 - Overseas f.l.50
Set of 28 6x4 1996 prints [25.00 UK P&P f,2.00 Overseas €3.00

S.toffSO*+ 199i prints €30.00 UK P&P f'2.00 Overseas

[3.50

BRILLIANT LASERPHOTOCOPIES of all maior events
,43 [10.00, 5 0r more f,8.00 each. UK P&P €2.00. Overseas

f3.00 ,A4 [5.00, 5 or more f,4.00 each. UK P&P e2.00.

Overseas €3.00

NEW POSTCARDS

Se!-1&2-(O cards Old Favourites 19931415 in each set.) f2.50 ea.

Set3 (6 x 1996 cards in set) f2.50ea.
Sets 4 & 5 (6x1997 cards in each set.) f250 ea.

tlK P&P f,l .00. Overseas f,l.50

II{DMDUAL POSTCARDS. 50p each UK P&P
(Up to 6 cards) f,1.00. Overseas f,l .50

Avebury + Spider's Web
Stonehenge + Julia Set

East Dean Solar/Lunar 1994

Double "

Fractal

SLIDES. f5 each or f4 ea. For l0 or more, P&P inclusive.

WHITE MUGS with Triple Spiral in Gold. Bythorn Mandala
inside. Superb quality; €5.50 ea. UK P&P €2.00 Overseas

€3.50.
PENS (Double Helix). Black on whitq f,1.00 (UK P&P 50p
Overseas [1

BooK'PARANORMAL PRANKS' A first in this area!

Do we take ourselves too seriously? 4Gr brilliant cartoon

drawings by Peter Eade with foreword by Lucy Pringle in 4.6

format, perfect as a gift to fit in your pocke@
WHILST STOCKS LAST only €2.00 UK P&P f 1.50

Overseas €1.50

BooK'THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT'. By Lucy

Pringle. Magical Stories from the crop fields. To be printed

Easter 1998

l99S CALENDAR Spectacular 1997 photographs in a quality
production calendar with A,4 photos. Last year sold out quickly.
Orders for 1998 calendar taken now to avoid disappointment

[8.50 tlK P&P €l.50 Overseas [3.00

Large orders; P&P by arrangement. All overseas payments ia
Sterling drafts drawn on UK Bank (or $US cheques at the rate of
$2 = [1) payable to Lucy Pringle. 5 Town Lane, Sheet,

Petersfield, Hampshire GU32 2AF (Tel/Fax =44(0) 1730

263454 Email: LucvPrinele@comnuserve.com

Silbury + Flower
Julia Set (Close-up)

Milk Hill White Horse +



Centre For Crop Circle Studies
Chairman : George Bishop

London Winter Lecture Series

Thursday 6th November 1997 - Michael Green
Spirals and Rings

Thursday 4th December 1997 - Karen Douglas
Crop Formations of 1997

Thursday 8th January 1998 - Montague Keane
New Metaphysical Paradigms

Thunstlay Sth Fehruary 1998 - Idick KoXlerstrrlrm
Stonehenge and the Circles

Thursday 5th &{arch 1998 - Abdul Malik Hussein
Sufi Symbols In The Crops

Thursday 2nd April 1998 - Peter Henden
Crop Formations and Fieldwork Procedures

Chair. Michael Green

The Friends International Centre
1 Byng Place, London WCl

7pm - l0pm

f,4 Members f,5.00 non-members including relreshments
l{earest underground: Euston Square, Goodge Street.



Etchilhampton, Wilts" ltr August 1997 O Busty Taylor
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Foll<Itor.(e a,rtd. tlte GiallerY
Eta.5r's (Colu..m,n

l-T-the asscrtion that 'dairnonic reality', (mentioned

t p."o'rourlul. and in<leed nr1'thologv shows how to cast light
I on both the crop circles and IIFO phenomena is, I contend,

a very strong one. lt provides a link where there seems none in
physical reality It is a step into the ever-present world, even

today, oftblklore. Folklore has never depa(ed.
Take the consuruing mise en scene of the 'abductron' allair. In
the Middie Agcs the imagination rvould have led towards the
'Faery-folk' and of kidnappings of babres erchanged for elves.

(fhe so-caiied 'Cirangelings'.) Horvever. the boundary betueen
our physical, tluee-diniensional reality and a transcendent one

was already bccoming more opaque. ln ages past there was

fusion between thc two. Unlike todav. the rvord gullibility could
not be used to describe a belief in both aclual and unagined

reality. Today's substitution for the Faen lolk is merely the

materialistic super-teclnology of space-age imagery. Modem
minds have a blunted vrsion. liverything has to have a material

explanation. Somehow abduction believers can easily assume

that space-craft *rth pilots - ratirer horrid little grey creatures at

that - fly across the galaxy from someutere like the Orion
constellation, uhioh is in fact a non-existent place - being only a

'$oup' of stars tiom our own particular perspeciive and angle of
vieu' - then steiri people awal' for a short period of time. Quite
often too, it secms. Where are ail the craft hanging out wiren

they are not seen. after those brief encounters rvith F.arthiings,

some ol uhom. nroreover, claim contact at intervals throughout
their lives from childhood, sometimes u'ith the same 'beings'?
Is nct the truth :-ather 'ln }Iere' rather than 'Out There?' Reality
is nearer home- bound up wth humanity and with the evolution
ofthe Earth itsclf- ofboth its physical and spirituai states. Inter-
dimensional is better than inter-galactic. Irontcally, though. we
all like a mystery, and some, mystery's perpetuity. The real non-
acoeptance is the mystery of ourselves and our phantoms, a part

of us, irational perhaps, but rea1, of the Earth, the mind and the

irnagination. Folklore is alive and well and iiving in us.

To crop circles" another revelation of 'daimonic reality'. After
the last few years it must be obvious that the superb, rvonderful,
often geometric patterns appearing in the helds are WORKS OF

ART. Regardless of their origin they are works of art to US.

Some of them are works of genius in the landscape. Recognising
this heips to cvemde. if you like, the niiddle-ground reality.
Because of the human elements the assignation ol the either/or
enigma is still preserved.

So - in praise o1'ART - what a pity it is that the pictures of some

of the crop fonnations are not preserved in frarnes, in galleries
specially for flrem: that therr admirers are relatrvely few in
number: that the media are either largeiy ignorant and blase, or
treat them as ir one-day-rvonder for a surnmet story and then
forget them. )'erliaps it is partly the anolyrnit-v ol the circles
which has ied to this situation. Then, tirere remains the general

view which holds sway that hoaxing can explain all. Thus is

maintained the materialistic attitude of mind. Alongside this is

the disdain oflen held by scieniists and academics for the

opposite belief sorne hold in the phenomenon as a rnessage from
beyond, activated in the fields.
The hoax element is not the only human aspect and unless the
phenomenon has a recognised qualitative element, and one iinked
with human perception and imagination. the current ideas wrll
not change. Behind all is folklore in modem guise. but u'ith afi
and imagination it is a phenomenon made worthy.... Yet a

folklore with some years behind it, and one ingraured, abstnrse

and irrevocable
Here is my choice for the gallery. What's yours?

East Field, Alton llarnes, Wilts - July 1990
Rarhrn, (-q(tlA \l'ilfs Trrlrr 1QQ1

_i

Ickleton, Cambs. August 1991 'Mandelbrot'

West Stowell, Wilts. Augusl 1992

Bythorn, Cambs. September 1993

West Stowell, Wilts. August 1992
Avebury, Wilts. August 1994

Bishops Cannings, Wilts. July 1994

Longwood Warren, Hants. June 1 995

Bishop's Sutton, Hants. June 1995

Meon, Hants. July 1995

East Field, Alton Bames, Wilts. June 1996 'Double Helix'
Stonehenge, Wilts. Ju1-v 1996 'Julia Set'

Windmill Hi1l, Avebury, Wilts. July 1996 'Triple Julia
Set'
BartonJe-Ciay, Beds. August 1996

WinterboumeBassett, Hants. June199? The

Harlequin'
Milk Hil1, Alton Bames, Wilts. August 1997 'Koch Snouflake
2',

Silbury Hill, Avebury, Wilts.

Ray Cox West Midlands

'Star of David'

ll/ell, there is a question for you, I notice Ray has not listed a
single crescent formation,( allho' as he pointed oal lfret, this
list is only a short sanple ond ll/est Stowell did have a
crescenl.) nor a'Wale/Dolphin'! Such is the inttatrsigence of
human memory? Remember how erciteil people useil to get

about the quintuplets, ot even dumbbells orrd triPl-et foflnotiot s
never mind the 'Gaia' formaliorx, 'curly-men' ot the'
insectograms'! However I think his point is pertinent arul
perhaps i,e shouW be thinking abont ananging a

portabWfued exhibition of crop citclcs in ordet to promote ctt
increosed knowlzdge of the real facts amongst a largely
tlisinterested and misinformed popaltce al lwge. It is olso

intercsting thot a few of his choices seemed not to have a

populw nick-nan e Q inserted 'Hailzquin' for him) n(unes

such as Meon 1995 will mean precions liltlc to mony.

Akhough in general I deplore the we of nick-names to denote

porticulu events, such nornes ate very suhjective and much ot
the whim or fancy of an obsemer whose choice may be more
indicdive of their caltural herilage, thon a pwely
subconscioas choice of meoningful appellation As for Ray's
point about works of ART, to some they arc sintply Crdfrti
inJlicted by mindlcss vandak inlent upon ,nokinC their motk

for all to see. From on 'Alien' poinl of iew they may well be

filkd with messcrges and meaning of great import, one which
sadly the {ocal denizens af this planet seem foolhafiily to
disregord and trcat wilh such uncoring disdoin
Tha, some are to he cowiilereil beauliful ond some ugly may

indeed only rcprcsenl their apporctu oppeuonce to our
condilioned Pavlovian mind-set. A couplc af dccades 4go, we

may well have treded them complctely differently had they

appearcd in a Jield ol cereal neat tts - who knows whd we

might have made of a Manilelbrot d it had oppearcd beforc the
good professor got around to uplaining il to us?. Indeed
would we have altempted to anlhrcpomorphise any of them d
all, or might they have simply heen wrilten olf os a
synchronistic trick of the wind? Is there not perhaps a

synchronism at work here too? Are we being taaght the
alphabel of some multi-dimensionol beings, ot ote we

imposing our 'wishes' upon the interpretotiotts we wo;nl to see

rdher than the tntth we don't? It would be too edsy to suggest

that time till tell It misht not. However il does ruise the
question:
Are we being led by the hand - or the nose?
GR

'Mercury'
'Mandala'
'Galaxy'
'spider Web'
'Scorpion'
'Asteroid Belt'
'Asteroid Belt'



This page contains a preview of a forthcoming book that the
CCCS intends to publish early in the new year, probably at
Easter. It is the result of a great deal of research and time
invested by Terry Wilson, into the history of our phenomenon.

As such it represents a volume that will be de rigueur on lhe
bookshelves ofevery dedicated croppie. Indeed, it may well f,rnd

itself on the shelves of many more people than any previous
publication because ofits quality and quantity ofcases, the scope

of the investigation and the expertise with which it was carried
out.
Having been, in some small way, involved in the putting together
of the finished articlc, I am in a somewhat privileged position
with regard to the contents. I applaud all of the hard work that
Terry has put in over a number ofyears, and am well aware
how careful he has been to get it as accurate as possible. How
speedily he can incorporate corrections and additions and how
careful he has been to present as balanced a view as possible.

There have been criticisms, of course, but mainly by those who
have come late to the phenomenon, and by those whose memories
of the early days have been clouded by more recent events.

Mostly, I think we will be amazed by the fact that it has taken so

long to publish a volume that ought to have been available so

long ago. It contains material that will confound many of our

critics as well as material that will astound some of us too,
particularly those of us who have seme pre-conceived notions
about the history and of crop circles.

The Secret Ilistory of Crop Circles
by Terry Wilson

Followiag a dramatic increase in media attention to crop-circles
and paranormal phenomena in general, this volume serves to
provide the public rvith a comprehensive history of the crop circle
phenomenon from its earliest recorded origins until 1998 (with a

sunmary of events {iom then until the present day). Most of this
historicai information is both fascinating and of much importance
to the subject and yet remains largely tinknown. Much has never
been published until now, and has been derived from data taken
from the world's main research organisations including the

CCCS and Colin Aodrews's CPRI, whose databases have, until
now been confidential or diflicult of acoess.

The volume begins with an overview of the field in which all
sigrificant research findings are summarised and discussed,
giving a scientific grounding in the phenomenon (for the lay
person). Also dealt with are all the serious theoretical debates in
the field such as Meaden's work on atmospheric vortices and

Andrew Collins's model based on Wilhelm Reich's orgone

energy. Furthermore numerous details noted by researchers on

site visits to crop circles are included, providing a set of
observations which are extranely difEcult to expiain away. The
reader is left in little doubt that the phenomenon is genuine and,

currently, inexplicable.
The main body of the book consists of f,rve chapters, each of
which deals with a specific era. The first deals with the 'pre-
history' of crop circles tracing back fragments of Biblical script,

cave paintings and archaeological remains which strongly suggest

the continuity of crop circles in antiquity. Furthermore,
numerous folk tales are documented which also support the
premise that crop circles were known of hundreds of years ago.

The famous 'Mowing Devil' woodcut of 1678 is included.
The following four chapters consist of some t}ree hundred
virtually unknown cases ofcrop circles arranged cluonologically.
These are discussed in turn and supported by numerous
photographs and cliagrams, and include a number of truly
sensalional accounts, some of which are destined to become

famous within the research community. Examples include;
1927 - Schoolboys discover bizarre magnetic effects whilst
playing in a swirled circle.
1937 - A farmer wrtnesses a triplet being formed before his very

1957 - A passing motorist is somehow physically lifted and

thrown into a crop circle.
1963 - Astronomer Patrick Moore discovers crop circles near the

famous Charlton crater.

1966 - Arthw Shuttlewood comes across crop circles whilst
hunting UFOs in Wiltshire.
1966 - The famous Australian Tully 'nests' are discovered
1974 - Five UFOs are seen making swirled rings in a field of
long grass.

These and many other events comprise a set of research frndings
guaranteed to alter the public perception of the phenomenon,

which is neither new, nor easily explicable. Each chapter

concludes with a summary of the cases discussed which draws

together common themes and highlights certain trends and

features noted in the case studies.

Chapter 6 then deals in depth with the whole of the data. Charts

are included which illustrate distribution trends, and the main
theories and avenues of research are gxamined in the light of the

foregoing evidence and more fully. discussed to assess their
validity. This is perhaps the most important sector of the book,

as it spells out exactly what has been gained from the research

done and just what the story of the historical circles really means

to us. The case is put that the circles obey certain characteristic

traits, explicable only outside of a current 'conventional'
scientific framework. However no definite theory is proposed,

although one idea based on electromagnetically-controlled

technology is considered in depth.

Finally the reader is taken through the dramatic developments in
the story of the circles since 1980, when the previous chapters

come to an end and research into the phenomenon properly

began. This relates the tales of the surprises and wonders

discovered by researchers, the highs and lows, and the overall
pattern which the phenomenon has followed through the last 17

years. It brings us right up to date, with the incredible fractal
designs of 1997 which appeared in Wiltshire.
With a foreword by Andy Thomas, author of Fields of Mystery,
the book will be seen as an indispensable part of any enthusiast's

library. Its appeal is notjust to circles fans though, and readers

of the paranormal, earth mysteries and UFO literature will find it
similarly engrossing. It is hoped that the volume will one day be

recognised as one of the most important contributions to the crop

circle debate and as one of the richest sources of important
information, much of wltich has not been seen before.

Technicalities;
The book is to be published in A5 laminated paperback format
(5% x 8inches) and nrns to 160 pages including some 27 maps,

photos and diagrams. Some 68.000 words, it will only cost a
very modest L6.99 if all goes according to'plan with P&P an

additional f,l or so. (f,3 overseas) tl off for pre-puhlication
orderslrom CCCS members or postogefree if you preler not to

on GPO tncteqses.

Pre-publication orders will attract a modest discount and there

will be a discount for members of CCCS. Local contacts and

Convenors should canvass their local members for orders as soon

as possible, so that we can make sure that you get all the copies

you need. This will be a very limited edition, as CCCS does not
have suflicient funding for a large print run. If you would like to
reserve a copy, contact George Bishop and order one now. Write
to me, or 'phone at the address on page 2. Please include
cheques made payable to CCCS where you want to pre-subscribe

and your copy will get priority treatment.
Ifyou would like notice ofpublication, but prefer to wait before
paying, please include a SAE so that we can notify you as soon as

a copy is available.

If you do think you might like a copy Write and let us know
NOW
don't leave it until it is too late and WISH that you hadl



Some Thoughts By o New Crop Circle
J attended mv lirst crop circle meeting almost a year ago and,

I like someone eonfronting their first crop-circle. I didn't quiteI knolv what to expect. For ma1y, i,ears I had studied a

diversitl, of paranormal phenoniena and uas farniliar u.ith the
general claims made by both crop circle enthusiasts and their
critics. Horvevcr, I'd
never actually seen
one. a crop,cilcle
enthusiast that is.
Nor had I ever seen

one oi the oircles
they ll'ere so
interested in.

By the end of my hrst meeting I'd become convinced of a couple
things at least; that the people interested in these phenomena
were a very plcasant bturch; and that they were honestly and
genuinely convinced by these patches of flattened crops. I was
sceptical of how they interpreted their formation, however, and I
felt that many of them were naive in their in their belief that the
circles were created by something other than human hands. As in
many similar areas, we designate as 'on the fringe', crop circle
meetings appeared to attract some people who were already
'converted' before they duly assessed the full evidence. More
disconcerting to a scientific observer like myself, they also
attracted a number of people who were discerning, critical and
informed. These people came back to the nexl meeting just as I
did, I even brought my wife along.

A few months on and I now had a few meetings and a fair amount
of reading under my belt. I'd also
developed the sort of incredulity I
imagine most peopie do when exposed
to the realities of these formations. C)n

"I was severely challenged in my attempts
to explain just how were made."

Frank is a scientist who recently joined the
CCCS Kent Group where we have a
particularly strong presence. In this article he
writes of his feelings as his academic mind-set
tries to come to terms with the new paradigm
and at the same time he respond to the
attraction of the crop circle phenomenon

by Frank McGittion
slides of formations when he mentioned the "....typical deviation
of the line of the formation where it encounters tram0lines...."

Tram- lines, I now understood, were the tracks left by tractors
which have worked the held before the crop grew (And continue

to be used as sprayer tracks during the growth of the
crops...Ed) At points where the formations cross these
lines, the line of the formation deviates; it suddenly
bends, and I was at a complete loss to explain this
whether I invoke the SAS, the 'A' Team or

some satellite manned by the Minister of Agriculture.
Why should a crop formation bend over these pre-
existing lines? No gifted agrarian artist would accept

such imperfections in their work, let alone go out of their way to
create them. So I sought the advice of people more informed on
such matters than I was and I concluded that these anomalies
shouldn't be there. Not if they were man-made an)'rray,

Reflecting on this, I began to consider the formations from a
different perspective; a mythological one. the sort favoured by
certain structural anthropologists and analytical psychologists.
Could the crop formations be a manifestation of a mlthology
forming in our midst? Could they be the twentieth century
equivalent of The Otherworld, a grand sweep of both our
internal and external landscapes by something ineffable which
leaves its mark on us both inside and out? Could it be an
example of something the writer Patrick Harpur has described as
a 'daimonic event'? I imagined that they could be.

I'd come to realise that the
story of crop circies had a

familiar ring. It had
unexplained, perhaps

inexplicable, phenomena associated with it; phenomena which
were decidedly linked with Mother Earth. It had it's heroes and
its villains, its successes and tragedies, it had its humour and
pathos, it was just like a fairy tale in the best traditions of such
epics, and perhaps it is one. If it is, we may never know the
answers, indeed we may never even know the questions. Perhaps
all we will eVer learn, is a little about ourselves and about our
deepest wishes by pursuing them.

In retrospect, my first crop circle season has been an unqualified
success in a number of ways. I've met some very nice people,
I've seen some pretty Cnpping art-forms and I've both laughed
and wondered. The new season is not too far away and with it
the prospect of a deeper look into the true mysteries of these
enigrnatic formations. I'll be back and looking.

Reference;
"Daimonic Realit5r" - PatrickHarpur. Viking. London 1994 p153

FOR SALE
Peter Sorenson's 1996 video "Valentines From God", a revlre of the
1996 formatlons in England wlth some aer{al footage. t15.00
lncl. UK P&P )Please add 02 forAlrmail
Write to BOX 042,60 Ramshitl Road, Paignton, Devon, Te3 3Lp.

WANTED - VERY MUCH ALN'EI
Ifyou just happen to have a PC Hard Disc kicking aiound left over
from your latest upgradg would you consider donating it to CCCS.
My miserly drive is continually complaining about the load I expect it
to juggle wttfu and throwing a fit nt the most inconvenient moments.

the one hand I soon came to appreciate that their creation under
the conditions thcy were allegedly formed, seerned to mitigate
against them all being produced by a group of devoted crop-
artists ('hoaxers' as the crop-circlers would call them ). On the
other hand the ahematives seemed equally incredible, whether
they be beams of lighVenergy frr:m flying saucers, piasma
vortices, or vegetarian hedgehogs systematically nibblirg rape
seed hto the shape of some grand design. Yet. sorne of these
'grand designs' troubled rne greatly, they rvere just too darned
neat.
I lelt that many of the crop formations I lvas shown at these
meetings, either in aerial photograph or slide lbnn, tvere quite
simply just too good to be true. Formations of the Kabbalistic
Sephiroth, the I )NA helix and the Star of David seemed a rather
crass, if somervhat grand way for soine alien intelligence to
rntroduce itself to us. If they were that creative, why not just
lorm the words 'lfowdy Folks!' That would be far simpler to
create. more diret:t to interpret and more readiiy understood. I
uas not convinced by these elaborate designs yet.

I *'as severely challenged in my attempts to explain just how they
uere made. I oonsidered many possibilities. farmers mutilating
ther oun crop. SAS teams training covertly and confusing us ail.
ihe extstence of a so called 'A-team' of gifted hoaxers. even laser
:eams betng directed onto our cornfields from satellites. None of
i.ese processes stood up to close scnitiny and I remained both
: -zzled and uncertain. I rvas stnmped. Nothing seemed to offer
. .rte-lLne rn mr impasse. Then, I saw some .tram-lines,.

-.::st have bcen my sixth or seventh meeting and I was now
::'-'-t,-:;hle in lhe envirnnment A rhrrn. -L^,,,;-^



The Cuxton, Kent Crop Formotion, 1997.

f thought it worthwhile writing about some of the details of

I the Curton formation because it is one which has an
J-interesting geo,netry, established as near as possible 100o/o

genuine and, so far as we are aware, constitutes the largest and
most complex fomration ever experienced in the Southeast of
England.

The formation was first reported to Kent convenor, Mrs Joyce
Galley, on 17 August by Kent CCCS members, Mr Tom Baker
and Mrs Alison L Clement. Mrs Galley and the author visited
the site on 19 August when a microJight flight was arranged to
take aerial photographs and measurements and samples were
taken at the site. Mr Baker had earlier spoken with the owner of
a nearby house and hoarding kennels, when it was ascertained
that the formation had appeared exactly 2 months earlier, during
the night of 17118 June. This date was noted because all the dogs
in the kennels had started to bark at about 2.00 am in the
morning, but on investigation for possible intruders, the owner
fowrd that the alarnr system had not been activated. The
following morning the formation was plainly visible in the
slightly sloping whcat field on the opposite side of the road, some
200 yards distant. Urforhrnately, the owner did not report the
formation, so that it was not until 2 months later that it was
spotted, by chance, by the aforementioned Kent members, by
which time it had lost much of its hner details. As the wheat
would still have been actively growing in June, there had been
considerable straiglrtening of the stems and subsequent rain and
wind will have carsed Iirther damage. There had been some
previous visitors, but little trampling damage was evident.

The formation consisted ofa ring of 12 circles, ofalternately 46
and 30 ft in diameter, with three sets of three circles, of mean
diameters 30, 21 and l1 ft coming off in curves from every other
46ft circle in the ring (see photograph). It was interesting to note
that while the fonnation consisted of 2lcircles, on all three
attanpts to count the number on the ground, only 19 were
recorded! and it was not until the aerial photographs were seen
that the real number and their arrangement became evident. On
the ground, clear examples of swollen and burst nodes were
found. Although the circles were all laid clockwise, the lay was
not very clearly defined, and may have been quite light at the
time of formation. Mcasurements of the diameters (approximate;
as the edges were to longer clearly defrned) of the circles were
made and samples taken from laying and standing wheat both
inside and outside 1he formation for radiometric tests.

The location of the lormation u'as rr a small 'peninsula', off a
much larger field and, what may be significant, close (about 25
yards distant) to a Southern Water extraction and treatment plant.
An engineer working at this plant on the day rve visrted the site
inlormed us that rvater was exlracted from the chalk aquifer some
9Ometres beiow the surface at that point, and provrded some of
the u,ater supply 1'or the Medrvay Toutrs nearby.

Geometry
The formatron clearly has six-fold geometry, and based upon the
Flower ofLife. Its construction appears to be based on the radius
of tire ring of circles (72 ft - 6x12-) which, when centred on any
circle in the ring cuts througJi the centres of both adjacent circles
ol the same size. When centred on the circle in the ring
originating the set of three, this radius defines the point of
contact bet*een the last two smallest circles and cuts the
perimeter of the second (i.e. of the same size) circle to its left; the
same radius centred at this point deflnes the curves of the
projecting sets of 3. as u'e11 as the point of contact between the
next two circies in the nng, and when centred on the next circle
anticlockwise it defines the top of the outermost small circles
(see drawing).

It is interesting to note that the diameters of the 4 kinds of crrcles
are all whole numbers of megalithic yards (MY) of 2.72 ft. 17,
I 1, 8 and 4 MY- u'ith the overall diameter of the ring of circles
being
144 ft or 53 MY, withiir the errors of measurement. It is
worth*'hile pointing out here the recent findings by Jim Lyons on
the significance of the MY. This is the radius of a standing
vortex, which can be detected by dowsing, and calculated lrom its
rctational velocify-, the earth's magnetic held and atmospheric
pressure, u'here the 3 reach equilibrium. Perhaps we have here
another clue as to how the circles are formed.
JL also pointed out that the ratios between the sizes ofthe circles
grve sonie intriguing numbers: 21111= 1.909090.. recurring.
This the ratio of the volume of a cube to its enclosed sphere - a
sacred geometry reiationship, and 30/1 I = 2.727272... agan
recurring, and containing the nregalithic yard numbers. Also,
30121 = 3.14285'7 - is very ciose to pi.
I am certain that there still remains additional inforrnation ir this
formation which could be extracted by careful examination of the
geometry and ratios between the dimensions of the circles, and
will be glad to hear from anyone who is more versed than I to
undertake such an analvsis. ABSKing
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Crop formation at CUXTON, KENT
Scale drawing by ABSKing



Drea,rms & ES.eff.ectioxr.s
Steve Jones

the crop lay down in an ever expanding circle. Finally the f,rgtre

vanished and there remained a new crop formation.

This prompted me to believe that some unknown power, either
spiritual or alien, was responsible for the patterns in our fields. I
don't suggest that I have the definitive answer, merely that this is

the effect the formations have on me. Perhaps I have found the

cause and effect, although from experience, I know others have

been affected in different ways.

In this season's formations, I found that many felt sterile, almost

too technical. They were all beautiful to see, but one stood head

and shoulders above the others for me. This was the Star of
Bethlehem. It was so clean and simple in appearance, yet within
it lay a complexity that was not immediately obvious. I spent a

long time in that formation, walking and thinkihg and felt a great

sadness when I hnally left it. I have to admit that whilst within
it, I almost felt a presence, as if someone was watching me.

Whether you, as serious readers, accept the things I have said is

not for me to question, I have simply shared my thoughts and

experiences with you. I have seen many formations over the

years, from the air, from afar and from within. I have visited

them on my own and with friends. Each formation affected me in
different ways; in some I felt uncomfortable and couldn't wait to

be gone. others have stirred no real feelings at all' there were

some that brought a lump to my throat as I looked at them.

For many years I have researched UFOs, and have now spent

eight years looking at those enigmatic sights that appear each

sunmer in our fields. I still research ancient cultures and

religions, but believe that many of the answers to my questions

lie within me. I think one must learn to trust to one's intuition
and ask a lot of questions, remembering that; a fool will walk
many miles to find someone who will listen to what he has to say.

A wise man just sits and"listens.

Thanks Steve,for shoing that with us. This issue seerx to befottowing
a thread of rte maaphysical tha, might not sb ea$t on the purely
scientilic tm@ngst rrs, b* pohqs thqe is a synchtonicily a work rtat
dire* ow rtoughx in *uys which we cannotfartom, nor perhaps need

to. There we pardllcb hqe thd I hear repeated ia rte eqericnc* of
many who open theb ,rritds ta rte phenomenon Many times I have

heard d coaditioned scientist wtesding with the concqt of 'en*gt' it the
sense thal we ase it It werrt agair$t the very grain of his propagandised
belicfsystem,ya hefowd no courrtetto argue agaittst out 'conceptaal'
use of rteword in dacribing wha, we encountereilin search of the citclz
makidglorce
Myrtobglt and Folklare have many pmallels in our research ittto
modern futerpraaiow of ow phenomenon and p*haps it is only by

searching through our subconscious and the modern interpaaions of
out e4teriences thol $,e rnay come close to sonahing tha may well not
tzrut itse$ to the cold and calculaed, pwely nws and bolis mechanistic
approach of scicntif,tc analysis. Some mainsteam 'scientisa' pooh

pooh our ideas, but woulda't dizd-in'the-wool l4aorion scientists have

said uaaly the sane aboutfuturistic dreams of roc*as and television as

for compuers, that celzbrate a mere 50 yearc of life this year...well!

ime passes so tluickly, it must be over a year since my last

article ia this rnagazine, which generated a lot of response

from readers that has occupied much of my time since.

However, I did manage to visit the crop formations that appeared

in Wiltshire this year. What I saw has probably been written
about by other researchers, so I won't waste space, or bore

anyone with repetitive material.

Let me recount how events happened for those who haven't read

about the prelude to The Barbury 'Honey Bee' of 1994. It was a
year that changed my life forever, it was the same year in which I
wrote a booklet stating my views on the crop-circle phenomeflon.

In January of 1995, I began having vivid dreams and started

writing poetry, something I had never done before. The dreams

involved a Native American who became my spirit guide. This
may sound fanciful and very 'hippyish', but there is no other

explanation: My outlook on life completely ohanged and I began

a long journey onto the path of enlightenment and understanding,

Lucy Pringle can vouch for my feelings at the time, but time and

events have moved on since then. The dreams continue and

become more cryptic.... The poems flow like water over smooth

glassy boulders.

kr January of 1996 I had another dream, this was probably the

most important one of them all - there have been eight more since

1995- I was sununoned by my spirit guide and found myself
standing outside a tepee. The flap was open and I was told to
move closer, as I reached the open flap, I glanced within and saw

six Elders sitting inside who beckoned me in, but I was too afraid
;o enter. They spoke, telling me of an event that would happen in

the future and then the dream ended.

Since the first drearn, I have learnt to waken and note the time,
this fixes the drearn to an anchor point and makes it easier to

recall the details. Before this, I used to forget most dreams by

the following morning. With this simple device, I am now able

to recall every trivial cletail.

A few weeks ago (October 1997) I visited a local charity shop

and found a book called 'The Elements of Shamanism' by Nevill
Dury. Inside was an account of Black Elk's first shamanic trip.
Black Elk was an Ogala Sioux Holy-man. ,The account told of
how he saw the clouds form into a tepee inside which sat six
Elders. He entered and the elders spoke to him.

I must admit, I was somewhat taken aback to discover this and

made enquiries among my friends in America and Canada. Many
ofthem are also receiving messages, both verbal and visual, from
someone- or somewhere.

So, just how could these events be corurected to Crop Circles?

This is a question I asked in 1995, now I think I know the answer

- for it is contained within the formations. About this time I
realised that it wasn't important to know who was making the

formations; all I needed to know was how they were alfecting me

as an individual. I catne to the conclusion that over the course of
the years I had been researching them I had undergone a dramatic

transition. \he formations continue to focus my thoughts as I
look at thern and stand in them. If hoaxers can introduce this sort

ofpsychologieal stimulus into the formations, then they possess

far more talent than we give them credit for.
Not long altdr this lirst dream, I recall another; I was looking at a

field of wheat. It lay before me, unmarked, except for tramlines.
A fieure maGrialised some wav off. waist deep in the swaving



Oxfordshire Column
b"'- Jererny Kay

f\, the i-irst I'uesday in May, or there abotil, r.re lnet up at a

t fpre-arranged piace lbr our hrst surveillance trip of the
\-/ sg356n. As usual rve decided the area we rvished to survey

and split up. It was usually rny u,il-e, our daughter and I in one car
and the rest of the group in one or more otirer cars. Ilaving a young

baby my wile and I did not manage to cover quite as much ground as

the rest ofthe group but we did our bit in any case. lliat is because
\4'e were determined not to let Geoll- Ambler get the prize (a mars
bar) for spottirg the first formation in the countl'this year.

This went on for several weeks rvithout seeing an1'thing, however it
\ras an excuse to rneet for beer and crisps after*ards - a treat I don't
ever want to give up. We saw plenty of examples this year of very
strange wind damage oonsisting of lots of rectangular shapes. We had
not seen any thing like this in previous _vears and in one or two cases
these had been reported as formatrons resulting in us uastrng time
and pe1rol goilg to investigate them.

It was on Wed 24s June q,hen Geoffphoned me up to say that one of
his LII'O friends had lound a quintuplet set at Chislehantpton u'hich
formed the night betbre. Ily w'ife and I went to look at it immediateiy
(Aom the road) and had a dnve round the imrncdiate area hoping to
find something else because by then last year we had a few
formations in that area. I did not get into it myselfbut being convenor
I reported it to thc hot-line and made sure the detaiis of it were
passed on to the CCCS and for inclusion in "Ihe Bundle' as I have
done for all 199'7 Oxlordshire formations that I knew about. Anthony
Cheke and I managed to fly over it and at the sarne tirne surveyed the
North part of Orfordshire on-ly to find nothing else except a large
grass circle which rvas obviously made by a tractor in a f,reld next to
the M40 near Thame,

A couple of weeks iater u,e heard a report about a smiley face near
Uffrirgton. Most of us did not take it seriously. llowever one or two
members went into it and took some measurements.

At around the same time another friend of Geoff spotted a formation
in the shape of a Srvastika in a field near Stokenchurch. We all u,ent
to see it the Tuesday atler it uas reported. The fanner thought it rvas

made by some locals from Princess Risbourogh ( I l'eel inclined to
agree with him). llorvever various mernbers ol our group dowsed
strong energy from samples taken from the lbrmation. According to
the farmer, there rras a similar formation in the same Iield last year.

We had nothing else for about another month. The next thing we
heard was Geoff had found something at Toot Balden by using his
brnoculars from a nearby vantage point. We went to see it the
.:11ouing day. It r:onsisted of two circles one about 10 feet in
jrameter and the other one about sixty feet. I thought it looked quite

-:'.iressive and it had a good feel about it. $Ihen I tried to take a
::-rl..,qraph of the small circle my calnera packed up eompietely and

:-:s rot uorked since. The large circle had three different lays in its
-.- -. :atlern: an iruter circle with the comnon spirai type pattem, a
.-::.: rrns uith a radial like pattem and an outer ring rvith a

- , ::.::r; i-lo\\ .

- :.- ." iiAugust Geoff, his sou Howard, A:ithony and I went on
:-- --.:: l--rrjii Our intention was to go and view. some of the

: .::.r- ::r:nations in Wiltshire andhopefully get an aerial shot of
,-. .. :..j:i lo;rnation and the smiiey face at Uffington. Shortly
: :- r-:-: :; iront Enstone we ran into cloud and had to abandon

--: - :: -. i.:ie: lhan retum back to Enstone we decided to do

flown over earlier in the year and perhaps see the Sneaker Pimp's
logo at Stratford. Doing so proved fruitful as we spotted a formation
consisting of three circles at Middleton Chenney near Banbury, We
also had a look round roturd Silverstone, and the North ofthe county
(and found nothing) When we were having ou lunch back at Enstone
Flying Club's club house a micro-light pilot told us he had seen a
lormation at Finmere.

After the flight I went on holiday and left the rest of the group to
survey the formation at Middleton Cherurey and check out Finmere.
One or two members of the group went to look for the forrnation at
Finmere but did not find it, the held had either been cut or tlre
formation was not visible from the road. (The microlight pilot sent

me a photograph of it to so it did exist.) By the time the group
reached Middleton Chenney it had been cut, in fact looking at the
photographs taken from the plane the field was being cut while we
were flying over it. One thing that was unusual about that formation
was it was in oats.

The last formation olr group looked at was discovered, while I was
away, at Long Hanborough. It was surprising that we missed it from
the flight because we flew near that area. I heard the farmer was not
very friendly to say the least and the group were not able to get into
the formation to survey it properly.

Overall there were seven formations we know about in and around
Oxfordshire, not as good as the twelve we had last year but we still
had a good time.

Jeremy's excellent reports includad some of the ground drawings
of the Oxon. formations, and if we can llnd space, we will include
some of them in a future issue GB
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